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o’clock for the day and a delegation
the Oquossoc Hatchery this winter
INSURANCE MEN
from his ^office, as welll as other as ALL SALMON
'•s 39,000 and the number of trout OPEN SEASON
eggs taken last fall 125,000, while
sociates
in
the
Insurance
business,
HONOR ASSOCIATE attended the funeral. Delegations al
AND NOT TROUT the number of trout eggs Shipped ON BROOK TROUT
here from other hatcheries is 700,-

Office Is Closed and Associates
Attend Funeral of Arthur
„ W. Robinson.

Insurance men honored Arthur W.
Robinson, whose funeral was held
at his home, 19 Waban HKIIl road,
Chestnut Hill, February 4. Mr. Rob
inson's office was closed at one

so attended from the Massachusetts
F'ish and Game Protective Associat
ion and th e Megan tic Fish and Game
C'ub of which organization Mr. Rob
in sen had been president.
Rev.
Palfrey Perkins, pastor of the First
Parish. Unitarian Church,, officiated,
and the Lotus Quartet sang “One
Sweetly Solemn Thought/’ ‘ ‘Face to
Face,” and “ Abide With Me.” The
body was taken to Forest Hills for
cremation.

Caught on One of the Noted Burtis
Flies.
Worcester, Mass., F©b. 13, 1916.

V E r ^ g ^ ^ C A L I B E R RIFLES

In your February 10th issue I
note a picture of two anglers wihh
fish over the caption,
“ A big
catch of trout.”
Those were two
of my Worcester customers', Dr. Haviland and Lawyer Frank C. Smith,
Jr., These fish were alffi caught on
ore pattern fly that I dressed tor
them, and were all salmon, not trout.
Very truly yours,
Geo. H. Buintis.

Sport.

W hen you buy your .22 calibre
r i f le —r e p e a t e r or sin gle sh o t— be I
guided b y th e e x a m p le o f th e c r a c k -,
shots and the growing majority of rifle!
users. Get a real gun— a R em in gton -U M C .
Go see the dealer who displays the R ed Balli
M ark o f R em in g ton -U M C . Your sign of Sportsmen’s |
Headquarters—the Remington-UMC arms you want *
to own, and the ammunition you ought to have.

RidlonviYe, Me., Feb. 15, 1916.
Tc the Editor of Maine Woods:

Endlcteed please find $2 for which
send Maine Wood® one yean to each
of the following addresses:
Ferd
Woodard and William, Sturtevant,
RidlomviMe, Me.
It is with tine greatest of pleasure
To keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right u»e Rem OH
that I am introducing these two pop
the new powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun lubricant.
ular gentlemen to your subscription
Remington Arms-Union
list of thousands of sportsmen, well
Metallic Cartridge Co.
representing every State
in
the
299 Broadway. New York,
Union.
Mr. Sturtevant is a machiniist at
the Oxford Paper Mill, where he
know® every move of the big lathes
by note.
He spent his two weeks’
vacation th.iis last season with, a party
of eight at the famous Fan joy camps
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex in the Cupsuptic region.
STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
Mr. Woodard is one of the mien
In ihe center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November. you don’t meet every day, and he
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
simply can’t help going fishing, let
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop., it be summer or winter.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
He lias
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
Maine
for years conducted a corner store
here cn Main streefc.
Ferd makes
many business trips to different cit
ies, though many happy day® are
passed at Four Ponds, where he is
owner of a cosy camp.
(Emerson P. Bartlett.
Mountain View* Maine
.1

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

s’ Mountain View House j
For further particulars write or addgess

i

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Mountain Yiew,
•
*
*

Maine.|

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
\ Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
CD. GRANT (EL S ON CO..
P. O. Address. Grant's Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

| BALD M O U N T A IN CAM PS B“,d

|

,
Bald’ Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain on M ooselookm eI cuntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
I road to cam ps—T elephone con n ection s—T w o mails daily W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine

.

j;j;
$«

.. --Jft

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in M aine. It is easy o f access
and nearly all the cam ps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge,

duck,

bear

and

small

gam e

are

Non-resident hunting license fee only 515.00

F.

A bill further limiting the
NEW

CAMPS

AT

SEBAGO

Charles Gocdridge who recently
purchased 80 acres' of land on Sebago lake for $55,000 has organized the
National Hotel' and Camp Co. Work
lies been started cn the hotel, which
will be 34 by 72 feet and has din
ing room capacity for 100 people.
Work will start on a dozen cottages
soon. Tine cottages will have Sleep
ing quarters for eight with a cozy
sitting room.

George W. Ross, formerlly a ward
en, who is the most indispensable
citizen of Vanceboro, deputy sheriff
of Washington county, and several
other things, all creditable to him
and useful to the public, was
in
Bangor on a business mission
re
cently, say© the News:
Mr. Ross
describe® the war freight traffic cn
tiie Canadian Pacific railway as
something
immense there being
scarcely any intermission between
the passage of heavily laden trains.
The international bridge at Vanceboro is guarded, day and night by
soldiers who are ready to shoot at
an instant’s notice, and the structure
is illuminated constantly by electric
searchlights.

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND
Chairman Austin of the Fish and
Game Commission was busy Tues
day with routine matters and noth
ing of public importance occurred.

ARRIVALS AT
RANGELEY TAVERN

PAST WEEK GOOD
ONE FOR FISHING

very

open

L A K E sea,son cn brook trout in Massachus

One of the big landlocked salmon
which has been in a State museum
tank since the first of December
was noticed for the first time Tues
day to feed and the way he went
after the little feed fish thrown into
his home showed that he was some
hungry.
An important nomination soon to
bs made by Governor Curtis is that
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Rangeley, Feb. 16.—G. W. BaJbb, of commissioner cf sea and shore
Commissioner
Portland; J. F. Hauralhan, Boston; fisheries to succeed
Geo. Morris, Royal A. Bragg, J. L, Woodbury, whose term expire© March
Tairvin, C, F. Monroe, Portland; N. 5. There is no dearth o f candidates
R. Blaney, Boston; I. A. Wing, Lew for this desirable office, all but two
iston; H. tL. Haskell, Portland1;
F. of the coast counties being repre
C. Miilliken, L. M. Hartrimon, Port sented In the list. Joseph J. Roberts',
land; D, H. Edward®, Auburn; K. E. of Winter Harbor, is the only candi
Ramsey, Portland; Geo. L. Stevens, date from Hancock county so far
Farmington; Jack Powell, A.
L. announced, but Hancock county is
Savage, Stratton; Rev. T. J. Mc not Hacking in ‘‘dark (horses.”
Laughlin, Farmington; F. W. Mil The lobster fishermen of Monheler, Portland; F. M. Thom, Wood- gan, while not recognizing the de
haven,, N. Y.;. H. L. Jones, Basjtomi; sirability of all the features of the
F. B. Rowe, Bingham; I. L. Neven®, laws relating to tihe lobster fisher
Lewiston; G. E. Putnam, Boston; H. ies, they believe their best inter
E. Franklin, St. Johnsbury, Vt.; A. est© will be served by having .the
B. Schehami, Portland; AJlvuh A. Ber law® enforced, and have banded
ry, Stratton; H. L. Packard, Boston; themselves together for that purpose.
H. C. Allen. Augusta; Hermen Black- The State commissioner of sea and
strengthened
well, Saddleback Lake Camps;
W. shore fisheries has
J. Weir, Portland; J. A. Blake, Far their hand© by giving them com mis
sions as deputy wardens.
mington .

The past week lias been, a good
one for fishing at Lake Meguntiiccok, says the Camden Herald,. Lin
ens Young caught a fine 314 pound
Write the Sandy River & Rangeley L akes Railroad for trout and lid® son, Fred caught a
five pound salmon,.
Ralph, Bagley
booklet with map.
caught a fine trout there also. The
N. B E A L , General M anager,
Phillips, Maine local fishermen are now ail on edge
to better this record,.
The number of yeanling trout in
abundant.

Bill Reported Favrably by Legis*
lative Committee of Mass
achusetts.

To the Editor of Maine Woods:

INTRODUCED TO
MAINE WOODS WAR FREIGHT
TRAFFIC IMMENSE!
Men Who Fish and Enjoy the

[STtNOAtOG«AO«
I 2i P£

HOTEL BLANCHARD

000, 300,000 having
been shipped
there from the HUM Hatchery at Au
gusta and 400,000 from W. H. Rowe’s
hatchery at West Buxton. One hun
dred thousand salmon eggs were
taken last fall at Oquossoc.

Amos H. Whipple,
proprietor of
Copley Square Hotel, Boston, and
one of the best known hotel men in
New 'England, died cn January 24.
Mr. Whipple attended the meeting
of the Maine Hotel
Association in
Portland in December and had my
riad friends' among the Maine hotel
fraternity.
Col. James J. Pooler,
president of the Maine Hotel Assoc
iation, attended the funeral which
d-ew out a vast gathering of friends
and the occasion was marked by an
extraordinary wealth of flowers.

etts was reported favorably by the
legislative committee on fisheries and
game.
The present law permits the
catching of trout from April 1 to
August 1.
The proposed act pro
vides that the season shall open
April 15 and close August 1. It would
become effective in 1917.

PLEASED WITH
THE EXHIBITS

'"“LSZJZf**
The fish and game department had
the pleasure recently of a call from
F. W. Henmesisy of Providence, R.
I., the inspector in charge of District
No. 1, which includes New England,
in charge of the enforcement of the
migratory bird laws.
He had been
making a trip through the district
and had just come from Ban,gar,
where he sought information, obtain
ed from Frank M. Perkins, who is a
State of Maine as well a® a federal
warden.
M,r. Henmessy expressed himself
as much, pleased with the ease and
facility with which he could, obtain
the desired information frem
and
through, the Maine departments and
with the courteous treatment afforded him.
He was also pleased with
the exhibits in the State Museum.
He proceeded to Portland from Au
gusta.
„
ators of the fish and game 3aw©
have been reported to the depart
ment at Augusta:
E. E. Bennett
of Wilson’s Mills, warden, in tlie
Magailoway region, reports the pay
ment of a fine and costs amounting
to $11.50 by one Adniance Leclaire
of Emberton, P. Q., for illegally fisluing through the ice. Warden E. P.
Ring reports the payment of a fine
of $10 by Isaac Richardson cf Mos
cow for having a jaciklight in his
possession.
K IL LS

F R E A K DEER
CREEK.

AT

WOLF

Jess Hennings returned Wednes
day from Little Wolf creek with a
freak deer.
While he was hunting
above the Conley cabins, Hennings
saw what he supposed was a buck
and brought the animal down with a
shot.
Whom he prepared to remove
the animal to hi® outfit, he discover
ed It was a doe with a full sot of
hams.
The to m s were in velvet,
which le also unusual far this period
af the year, as they become bare
after the first of August. Hennings
brought the animal to Kalispell and
for several day© old-titme
hunters
have been viewing the freak. A few
of the old hunter® here stated that
they had seen such a freak, but to
the majority it was a thing they had
never heard of or seen before.’’—I.
S, Fairbanks, in National: Sportsman.
Kalispell, Mont.
Mis® Pers,i© Kirmse, the young
English painter of animal®, whose
work to Paris attracted much, atten
tion, has been achieving much suc
cess' in Chicago, where she has made
her home recently.
She has done
the portraits of many celebrated dogs
in the western city.
Good Idea for Vv'atering Streets.

Milan waters its streets Aom the
electric tram cars. On these watering
cars reservoirs have been adapted to
the platforms and these reservoirs
are emptied as the car runs by means
of perforated tubes placed fan shape
the front and back of the car.
The fallowing’ prosecutions of viol-
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Joe Hineman and hie says “ the
TRAP SHOOTING A than
infatuation is just growing on Mm.”
But “ Uncle Joe” isn’t the only one
SPORT FOR ALL along in years who has a good eye
and steady nerve®.
J. B. ^William®,
80 years of age, and the voidest
mem,her in point o,f years of the
Louisville (Ky.) Gum club, showed
that has age had not affected the
keenness of inis vision, when, sev
“ How olid does a man get before eral months ago, he won the Loiuiishe Joses his desires along the lines vilile “ Courier Journal!” trophy.
of trap-sihoottfn g ?”
Another shooter who has reached
That is the question that was re four score years and is still hale
cently fired at “ Uncle Joe’’ Hiineman and hearty and able to, maintain his
of Wassarn, Wisconsin, {the oldest end with the younger generation is
active participating tmpshocter
in A. N. Thornburg, of Mason Clity, la.
the world.
“Just put into your life
equal
“ Unolle Joe” lays claim to the parts of labor, love and religion and
ripe age of 91 years,, hut with a y ou will ccme out happier, wiser
merry twinkle in his eye he came and more contented.” That’s Thorn
He has practic
hack at his questioner this way: burg’s declaration.
Before the days
“ You, will have to hunt up someone ed it many years.
elder than myself to
answer that of clay pigeens Thornburg was a
query.”
J 1 great hunter—-and he still is. Many
Just think of it—four score years years ago he killed as high as seven
and 11 and still active.
Wausau is deer in one day—that was when deer
more than proud of “ Uncle Joe.” were plentiful in the West. He has
Twice a week the Gun Cliub meets received as- much- as $500 in bountie-s
and twice eacihi week “ Uncle Joe’’ in Iowa, in one year.
There must he something in the
is to be found at the traps.
His
scares are creditable, too. He hasn’t Western air, for ail the veterans we
missed a shoot of the Wausau club hear about are from that secticn.
Dr. O. R. Britton, of Indianapolis,
in years.
Ninety-one years of age and still Ind., as, 74 years of age, but when
a devotee of “ the sport alluring,” he smashes 96 targets in 100 thrown
a3 trap-shcoters love to call the it is hard to believe that he is that
Dr. Britton turned in hi®
sport.
Here we (have a living ex old.
ample of the man who has never score recently when a complimentary
been addicted to reading patent medi shcot was given in his honor by
Father
cine testimonials, or to loading up Indianapolis trapsihooters.
his body with any medicine except Time doesn’t dim hi® eyesight one
He shot on the Indianapolis
ozone, and that is the freest thing bit.
team against the ball players’ team
in the world.
Nine years shy of the century and he owed apologies to no one for
mark, a civil war veteran, we find his score.
Now we go to the other extreme.
him. informing an inquisitive person
that it will he necessary to hunt an In Birmingham,, Mich., they have a
older man before finding one who boy who is not yet out of hi® teenshas lost interest in trap-shooting. and who is mighty clever in hand
ling a gun and breaking targets. He
Doesn’t this mean a lot to you?
“ Uncle Joe” is erect of form, is Bruce Steele, Jr., 12 years of age.
clear of eye, and with a mentality He has smashed 94 targets in 100
as acute as it was a hal!f-cenrtury more than once, and has a record
Many men would be
ago.
He uses glasses for reading, of 48 straight.
The
but not at the traps.
He adopted proud to make these scores.
the policy many years ago of watch eider Steele knows how to handle
ing the dying objects, not the gun, a gun and he taught his offspring.
and he will be able to shoot wed.1 Keep your eyes, cn the Grand Hand
icap a few years hence and Nvatch
just as long as he is able to locate.
We have been unable to find a for the name of Bruce Steele, Jr., of
man of sufficient age to tell u.s how Birmingham, Mich. It will be near
old it is necessary to Ibe before the top.
trapshooting -becomes passe. We know Trapshooting as a sport that all
of no one shooting who is older ages can enjoy.
The microbe has

Copyright 1916by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Mao Is Never Too Old or Too
Young to Take Up the Game.

................................................. .................................

|
|

A fine set o f sporting camps in one of M aine’s best
hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large preserve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

|
|

I

$3,000

I

spot cash takes it.

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS,
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

The patented process makes
Prince Albert so good in a pipe
or rolled into a cigarette that
its popularity is n o w univ er sa l! It satisfies all smoke
desires! This patented process,
which also removes bite and
parch, is controlled by us. No
other tobacco can be like

DOES N0 T BITE tHEjT0 NGU||

► rinsealbert
the national jo y smoke

Men who have stowed away gentle old jimmy pipes
for years, have brought them back to the tune of
Prince Alberti G et you rs out, for your confidence
never
will be abused! We tell you Prince Albert will
r
set pipe free the tenderest tongue!
And smoked in a makin’s cigarette, Prince Albert is so
refreshing and delightful that it gives you a new idea of
cigarette happiness. Any way you fire-up Prince Albert, it
will win you quick as a flash—it’s so good and so friendly!
Listen:

It’s easy to change the shape
and color of unsalable brands
to imitate the Prince Albert
tidy red tin, but it is impossible
to imitate the flavor of Prince
Albert tobacco I The patented
process protects that

R. J. R E Y N O L D S T O B A C C O CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.
stung many and grow® more indus
trious every day.
Once stung we
liave yet to find tlhe first victimwho desires to recover from, the
effects.
The experience of being
inoculated is pleasing. It would be a
goed bli,ing to join the fraternity now
and live to tell your
grandchildren
how you got the right steer to long
evity.— Peter Carney.

HANDSOME LOT
OF PICKEREL

A REAL BARGAIN

|

Prince Albert
meets men’s tastes
all over the world!

Consignment of Feed Fish Brought
from Belgrade Hatchery.
The State Museum, on Thursday
night received a -handsome lot of
pickerel which were that day taken
from, Webber pond.
Som-e say that
they were given, outright to the mus
eum and others that they were onl
loaned, so that when one of the fish
ermen who made the great capture
becomes fish hungry, lie cam, grab
a net and grab a pickerel,—if -he is
quick enough.
Curator James e-milies
and says:
“They look pretty safe
v/here they are.”
The lot comprises seven -handsome
fish., the largest being about a tlhreepou-n-d chap. 'The fishermen are un
officially reported to have been Ivan
Lang, Edward Matlies, Harry Plum
mer and Everett S. Halil-.
The lat
ter contributed one fish, and the
others claim to have caught the other
six.
They are as- handsome speci
mens of picikerel- a-s one will find in,
lo-ng day’s- travel-.
The albino or Holstein sucker which
has been en joying hdm,self ail-one in

cr.e of the bi,g tanks, has been plac
ed over in one filled with a miisoellan
ecu® assortment of fish and appears
to be more contented and more lively.
He ail-so has another freak BUcker for
company, although they seem to have
but little in common.
The new
freak consists of a sucker with a
mouth much like a shark’s mouth, and
a head lengthened out something like
i sturgeon’s.
Its body also seems
shimmer than the ordinary sucker. It
is not a lively specimen, acting as
Hough it -had never fully learned to
swim and didn’t care much about dis
playing w-.hat skill, it had.
The tank just vacated by the al
bino sucker was a lively place Fri
day afternoon and attracted much
attention.
Nearly 1,000 little feed
fi&h were brought in and placed there
in and they were a® lively as could
be.
They wall furnish food for the
many tig fellows in the collection.
About 700 of them came from the Bel
trad-e hatchery, being brought down
;n the morning by the superintendent.
The carcass of the doe deer which
was so bad'y injured when it jump
ed into a man’s henyard in Lewiston
that the commis-sion ordered it killed,
has been received by the department
and will be ®o,l>d, according to law.
G E N E R A L ’S
MENT.

one

year’s

The following was issued Friday by
Adjutant General! George McL. Presson-:
Subject to the appropriation of the
necessary funds the Coast Artillery
Corps of Maine will be authorized to
participate to joint coast defense ex
ercises in the coast defenses of
Portland from July 12 to 21, 1916, in
clusive, and to participate in a camp

Y ou n g
wom w
go in g
to
B oston to w o rk or otv^y.
any lady goin g to B ooton tor
p le a s u re or on ■ sh opping
t r ip w it h o u t m a le oooort wMil

subscription to

Franklin Square
House

M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

a d e lig h tfu l p la c e to s to p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 ro o m s , s a fe , com
f o r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f acce«a.
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
tic u la r s and prlcoa a d d ress

N a m e ............................................................................................. ...........................
Address..................................................... ............................................................... .
State

..........................................................................................................................

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass
awassM —

—

................... ...

A

R A RE

OTTER.

DEPART

fin d th e

Enclosed please find $1.00 for

of instruction for officers and non
commissioned officers from April 24
?.-> 28, 1916, inclusive.
The attention of the adjutant gen
eral was called Friday to a report
in. a Boston paper to the effect tliat
the Naval Militia of Rockland load
been, prepared for an emergency call,
owing to the threatening aspect of
tl -0 strike at the lime quarries and
kilns.
The adjutant general, when
asked concerning it, said that has de
partment had nothing to do with the
matter, it being within the province
of a judge cf the supreme court or
of the sheriff of the county, in such
cases to call for the aid of the militia.
Adjutant General
Presson
was
speaking of how' sometimes it was
much easier to induce some of the
towns and cities to do neceeartfl
tilings fer the National Guard com
pany located there, by persUM fl
than by invoking the authority of the
law.
“ Remember,’’ said he, ‘ ‘that
yo-u can catch mere flies with, mo
lasses than with, vinegar.”
Then he
hesitated a moment and slowly said:
“ I sprung that on an eld friend in
Farmington one time and he threw
back at me quicker than a flash: ‘It’s
a— Lie. I tried it.* ”
G OT

ADJUTANT

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

Prince Albert can be bought
everywhere tobacco ie sold—
in toppy red bags, S c ; tidy
red tins, 1 0 c ; handsome
pound and half-pound tin
humidors and in that classy
pound crystal-glass humidor
with sponge-moistener top
that keeps the tobacco in
such fine condition t

........ ......................................

A fine and large ottter was killed
by G. E. Pritchett of Dublin, Ga., in
the lower edge of this county and
brought here by him, where a great
many people saw it.
The animal
was exactly forty indies in lengtih
with, very fine fur. and one of the
largest and handsomest
specimens
seen here to a long time.
Otters
are very rare in this section now.
------------------- — — — ■-------------- — ------------------- - r s

PALMER ENGINES AND
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $4&00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland. Me.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. YV. PICKKL,
TA XID E R M IST

Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing Tackl*.
Indian MocoaainB. Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGELEY.
MAIN*'

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-

Main*

M A IN E
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Rod’s Note Book I
BY FLY ROD
aajaaaaaftB&aflaaatta^
Bemi®, Me.,
February 13, 1916.
Last evening wihen the conductor
called ‘‘Beniis, Beauts,” and the train
stepped at the only log railroad sta
tion in America, I was among the
few who watched the train as it passel out into the darkness for Oquossoc.
T.he air was clear and crisp
and the greeting of old friends most
cordial, my friend, Miss Jessie Mc
Neil having a warm welcome and a
good hot supper waiting.
Today the snow is failing and as I
look out over the lake it ts one wide,
white expanse ef miles and miles.
The big fires are eating up the wood
at a g'reat rate ’here in the ‘‘winter
house’’ where i£ is warm and comfor
table.
t The crew of workmen, who are
chopping down the trees and adding
many cords of hard wood to Capt.
Barker’s already huge wood pile, are
taking a day of rest..
Several are
fine looking Canadian boys, who, if
the war continues, will, in the spring
go to fight for their country. ‘ "Tom”
has already lost one brother in the
war. ‘‘Jack” a cousin, and if one
wants to know the conditions and
the loyal hearts of ‘‘ou.r neighbors across the line,” they should talk with
these boys.
Bemis in winter time is not as dulil
a place as some may thank. The store
and post office in charge of George
Lang is often, crowded after the train,
winch comes only at night, arrives
hrnging the mail, and as there are
core than 100 workmen when midis
are running, and each one wants ‘ ‘a
plug of tobacco,’' there is something
doing.
The working crew o f Capt. Bark
er did not fill this icehouse until
last week, but the cakes of clear ice
two feet thick are now ready for the
coming of the good old summer time.
When I asked one of the boys tf the
lake was frozen deep this winter h«
laughingly answered, ‘‘More
than
two feet deep, and, if you live, seme
of them city folks are yrit/ing and
asking if the teams can drive over the
lake.”
A four-horse team is to take a boat
across tomorrow if the wind doesn’t
Wow too hard, and as Capt. Barker
is now at Palm Beach, Florida,
at
this time, no doubt but what he wild
take a spin in his auto and pick
oranges, wiMle the boys here are
throwing snow balls.
“Billy” Myers has built him a little
home opposite the depot where he
sow lives with his family, and work
for Captain here in. winter and at
The Birches in summer.

amd net even a footprint on the trail'
around the island, except now and
then where perchance a fox or rabbit
hag crossed.
How I wish those who love the
place in summer could now see cab
ins, forest, lake and mountain cover
ed with snow and sparking in the sun
shine.
Just before Christmas an engage
ment was announced of much interes
to the guests at “ Maine’s Newport,”
that o f two charming and popular
well-known young people, who were
hit by Cupid’s arrow while at The
Birches, Miss iDlmore B. Watt of
Germantown, Penn!, and Keating
Johnson o f Rcsemont, Penn. A host
of friends who have known them her
extend congratulations and hope to
meet them again next summer at The
Birches.
Tom Percy, who is in Uncle Sam’s
employ, is one of the interesting per
sons here at Bemis in winter.
No
matter what the weather, if fit snows
end the wind blows a gale, or the
thermometer tells it Is 20 degrees be
low zero, Tom d.s on duty every Tues
day and Friday.
Dressed warm,
with a thick cap to puill over his
ea rs, three pair of heavy woolen socks
under his moccasins, with his bandsled often piiled high with mail bags
and parcel post packages, he starts
on foot with his snow shoes, or on
skates for Upper Dam, a distance of
eight miles across the lake or 11
long males around the shore.
Thfis
is the seventh winter Tom has faith
fully taken back and forth to Upper
Pam the mail.
If the weather is so
very rough any other fellow would
not undertake the trip, Tom has the
letters and what other mail, papers,
etc., he can carry, piut into a mail
bag and strapped to his back and if
it takes double the usual time to
make the trip he has never failed,
and I doubt not but what they an
xiously await his coming and have a
warm welcome and a hot lunch when
Tom, the mail man, recahes Upper
Dam eadh Tuesday and Friday.

Last week it was my pleasure, in
company with Miss Mildred Keene,
who for two summers has been the
popular postmistress at Pleasant Is
land, to be the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Weston U. Tootliaker c f Pleasant Is
land Camps, at their pretty winter
home on the bank of the Androscog
gin river at Ridlonville. Mjr. Toothaker, as usual in winter, runs the
passenger engine on the Maine Cen
tral railroad between Rumiford and
Oquossoc, spending nights and Sun
days at Mountain View. Last week
There is no one now at The Birches. he made tihe trip on the ice to
The cabins are ail covered with enow Pleasant Island, wihere in the fall a
crew of workmen built a new dock
on the mainland and enlarged two
SAN1Y 8IVER l MNGELEY
of the cabins built last season.
In
December they cut a big pile of
wood and ice.
It took just 987
TI1 KTABLE
cakes of blue ice 16 inches square to
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
fill the ice house.
PARMIVGTON Passenger Train* leave FarmThe letters are now coming daily
atrton for Phillips. Rangeley and Bigelow, at
Ul P. ML. and for Phillips at 12.67 P. M. Pas- and at this early date most
of the
Wager trains arrive frem Phillips at 6.56 A . M.
*nd frvtn Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 camps are engaged.
P.M.
One of the wealthy Pennsylvania
Mixed traia arrives at 9.38 A. M. and leaves at
ladies, who is an annual cornier, made
H.00 A. M.
STRtNG Passenger trains arrive at Strong her husband a novel Christmas pres
from Phillips at 6.28 A. M.. and from Phillips and ent which She sent for Mr. Toot bak
R»nsrsley at 1.34 P. M., and frees B igelow at 1.15
It was a cord of
P. M., and fram Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and er to purchase.
MTP. If. Passenger trains leave S tron g for assorted white birch
wood, cut In
ftmingten at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For
length® and sent by
Phillips at 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and Range- three-foot
toy at 5.47 P .M . For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. amd freight.
‘‘That is the handsomest
for Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
pile
of
wood
ever shipped from/ this
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.46 A . M.
a gentleman
*ad from Kingfield at 8.25 A . M.. and from Farm part o f Maine,” said
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40 who noticed it on a oar at Rum,ford,
P.M. and fe r Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
and the city folk® have had a jolly
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farmingbe
ton at 6.00 A . M. and 1.16 P. M. For Rangeley at time entertaining their friend®
*•16P. M. Passenger Trains arrive frem Farm- fore the open fire made from the
iatfoa at 12.55 P. H. and 6.10 P. M. From Range“ white birch cut way down in Maine,’
toy at 12.26 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30 A. as they told of life in summer time
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives frsm Farm
at Pleasant Island.
ington at 2 15 P. M.

UKES RilUmD

RANGELHY Passeager Train leaves fs r Farm
ington at 10.41 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4i P. M,
*nd leaves at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at
12.50 P. M. and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
KINGFIELD If ixedTrain leaves for Bigelsw at
2J5 A. M. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow at
2.53 P. M. Mixed train arrives frsm B igelsw at
h-30 A. M.. and passenger train arrives from
kijrelow at 4.50 P. M. Passsnger train Isaves
for Farmington at 12.30.
BIGELOW Mixed train arrives fr s m Kingfield

9J.5 A. M.. and departs fo r Kingfield and
at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train arJfceg from Farmington at 3.43 P. 14. and departs
for Kingfield at 4.00 P . M,
F arm ington

F. N. B E A L , Gen'l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

Last May, Mr H. L. Moorman, who
•is president o f the Lynchhurge Cctton Mill Co., in Lynchhurge, Va., in
his Pierce-Arrow car started for
New England to pass the summer, he
knew not wihere.
While
touring
through the White Mountains and acros® to Poland Springs he chanced
to hear of the Rangeleys.
When he
reached the shore of Mooselookmeguntic Lake one beautiful June day,
noticing a little steamer loaded with
trunks, was told it was going to Pleas
ant Island and leaving; hie car in th*

WOODS,
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garage, tliought he would go up to
see the place. Mr. Moorman looked
at one of the new log cabins and
thought he wciulld remain a short
time, but was so
fascinated with
woods life, he engaged tine cabin,
chartered a motor boat and not un1,1 tlie autumn days did he start for
his southern home, after engaging
the camp for another summer.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Tooth® ker are now
getting ready to accept Mr. Moorman’s
invitation to pass next month as his
guest in Virginia and plan to visit
friends in Boston, New York and
Philadelphia before returning,
but
will .be rack in April at the island to
greet the first comer after the ice
gees out, °ind have every reason to
expect a most prosperous season.

X

where the rabbit® are unusually abun
dant, men and boys make as high as
$5 to $8 per day at the work. Rabbit
drives, in which the people cf a
whole community participate, are pop
uhair events.
In a recent drive of
this sort in Schleicher County more
than 12,000 jack rabbits and about
double that number of the common
cottontail bunnies were killed.
The extermination of the wolf and
coyote pests in western Texas is
regarded as the cause of the re
markable increase of the number cf
rabbits during the last few years.

THE TRIALS OF
A BRIDE GROOM

As I write this evening the wind
( W ritte n f o r Mairve Woods.)
blows from over across the lake, and
By Minnie H. G. Siprague.
it is zero weather.
Out here cn th
“No one can. mistrust that we are
lake they have loaded a handsome
new boat 40 feet long with 7-foot just married,” said the soon to be
beam, that came by freight for Chais. bride.
“ O no, why need they?
Billy has
E. Grant, Upper Dam, which tomor
row four horses will haul on the ice been going from here every Monday
over to the Dam, and when summer for a year or more, and quite often I
comes it will be seen taking merry have been with him.’ ’
And thus it all came about.
parties over the lake.
“ No rice or confetti for us.”
Although it will not be my pleasure
This she told to her club at their
to call on friends there this winter I
am glad cf the good news that comes farewell reception.
“ Wait and see.
We are going to
from Upper Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chadwick, will shower you,” was the laughing reply.
And “ Wait and see’’ was the echo
are at her home iin Holden, are re
ceiving congratulation®, as a little ing sound as the car turned the corn
son came cn January 25 to gladen er..
“ Say Billy!
When is it to be?’’
their hearts, and this adds one more
“ Be sure you let u® know, for we
to the happy .family.
At present the “ Upper Dam fam shall need rice, you know.”
“ Not for your life do I tell you, no
ily” numbers but 17.
Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. E. Grant and son have return floating banners or pricking rice or
ed from their win ter vacation trip to sticking confetti for us.”
This was Hamilton’s' answer as his
the city.
Frank E. Field has charge of a associates of the road joked him
crew of men who are making repairs about hi® coming marriage.
“ Now Billy, don’t be mean,” urged
on the dam for the Union Water
Power Company aind Mrts. Field is another.
“ Never mind boys, no matter wlhat
assisting Mrs. Orin Dyke at the hotel
another.
cooking baked beans, brown bread, Hamilton says.” observed
pies, cakes and other gcod things, for “ We will see later.”
“ You wait and see.”
working out of doors this winter
“ Did you escape the crowd?’’ in
weather fis better than anything any
drug store can mix to give a good quired the conductor.
“ Escape, you bet we did,” was
appetite and health to the men.
The big trout and salmon are hav the groom’s proud amswjer.
“All right, Billy.”
Thu® from the
ing a peaceful winter vacation too,
and by June will want to rise to brakeman.
t
“ Did you fool them?”
the flies that Van, Tom, Miner, and a
“ You’re right we did, not a soul
dozen other fly fishermen are having
knew we were leaving. Ha! H a!”
tied this winter.
“ A pretty engraving Billy; a wed
Among the young folks who have
for a number of seasons enjoyed life ding present?”
“ A what?”
in camp at Upper Dam, the wedding
No need to ask <what’, a slight turn
bells have rung this winter.
Miss
Louise A. Palmer of Betheiham, of his head to one side revealed the
Penn., in December was married to ‘engraving’. A huge placard bearing
Mr. Louis P. Lenone of California, these words, ‘‘wait and see” was pinwho is a mining engineer, and the •i ed to the back of their seat.
Just then a giggle was heard, light
young coupled are now at heme in
steps and a bevy of girls. Then it
Arizona.
Miss Margaret E. Atlee of Ger came, not a sprinkling of rice, but a
mantown, Penn., another great favor heavy shower instead.
‘‘Bristol!” shouted the brakeman.
ite at Upper Dam was married to Mr.
When they scampered, Mr. and
A. Wayne Robinson in January. May
these young folks find the coming Mrs. Hamilton caught one glancie of
years as happy as the summer days their triumphant faces as theit' cair
sped on its way.
at Upper Dam.
“ What is the trouble with our
One crew of men have been busy
Why do they look at it and
for weeks, filling the ice houses for trunk?
the private camps within three miles laugh? Go see.”
Ah, another placard.
of the Dam, as well as the big ice
“ O Dear!” groaned the bride.
house there, and two teams are haul“ After all of our trouble to send
in c the 94 cords o f hard wood that
was cut at Sandy Cove the first of that trunk by express they found it
at last.
Yes, they even know where
the winter.
If one should chance to think there wc are going.”
“ The last change Thelma. A few
is no work accompliished iulp this
way in winter time, they should be hours ride, then Mount Oresent.
“ Yes Bally, but do shake that rice
here and hustle from place to place
iu zero weather and whtch the busy, from your hat.”
“ Now we are beyond all placards I
good natured and kind woodsmen at
will check this grip.
And then a
their daily tasks.
W e have a| long wait here.”
I now intend to ireturn home via Mt lunch.
View and Rangeley, and expect to
have more of interest for the sum
mer guests In my Note Book later.
Fly Rod.
P R O F IT S F R O M RA BBITS

Slaughtering jack rabbits for mar
ket is becoming a profitable business
in western Texas.
Several
large
produce companies are buying alii
tlie rabbits they can obtain, and the
dressed animals are being shipped by
the carload to the markets of the
North, and East.
It is claimed that
the demand for jack rabbit meat is
rapidly increasing, and that it will
bring about an extermination of the
long-eared pest which of recent years
has done so much damage to crop® of
farmers in this part of Texas. The
state pays a bounty of five cent® for
every jack rabbit killed, and this
sum. added to the price paid for the
rabbits for market purposes makes
the business of slaughtering them
very profitable.
In some localities,

Nothing timid about
a want ad.
€JT hey “ rush in where
angels fear to tread’ —
where

you

re fu s e d

would be
a d m is s io n

perhaps.

qNo

waiting your turn

in the ante-room, young
man. it your “ situation
w anted” ad rings true

And tossing his wife a magazine
Billy, grip in hand, made for the bag
gage room.
“Hello, Billy.
Thought you were
never coming.”
“ We are waiting to finish that
game of cards.”
“ Wihere have you been, Billy? We
have been looking for you.”
“ Oain’t stop now., lunch first,”
‘Lunch’ ! Where is yciur memory,
we always lunch after the game,”
“A h !” thought the shy Billy, “ they
don’t know, now I will sipring a joke
on them. A few games' then my lunch
with Mrs. H.”
For Billy Hamilton was one of
those fellows we call ‘drummers.’
Tim© flew with, Billy as well as the
cards.
One, two, three games.
“ Great Scott Boys! tliisi car fi® in
motion I ’m off to check this grip.”
“ You never do check it.”
“ Boys, this car is moving.”
“ Only backing down, it has been
on a side-track.
What makes you
nervous, this is your regular Monday
route.
What Is the trouble Billy?”
“ Great Scott Boys! this car is fly
ing, help me off, ring the bell, help
me to jump, hold my grip, I must
jump,”—
But Billly didn’t jump.
A strong
hand seized him by the shoulder. It
was the conductor’s and a familiar
voi.ee said
“ No you don’t jump.
No widow
today.”
, “ I must, before we leave the sta
tion.’’
“ ‘Leave the station.’
We left
the station (half am hour ago, express
through to White River Junction.
Summer time table on this morning.”
Poor Billy.
He reached for his
always immaculate handkerchief.
“ Keep your rice at home,” shouted
the brakeman, “ or stop shaking that
handkerchief.
There goes another
kernel down my neck.”
The secret was out.
Billy had
baited his own trap.
Meanwhile the bride was speeding
on alone in another car for Mount
Present.
“ Come on beys, to the dining car.
You must treat, Billy.”
The coming of a bridal party to a
summer hotel causes more or less
fun.
Mount Cresent wa® no excep
tion for several of the groom’® friend®
(.with their families') were spending
their vacation at this hotel. But when
they saw the automobile climbing the
hill with the lonely bride thefir cur
iosity at once became that of arwe.
Billy wired for them ‘‘to meet him
on the six-thirty.”
As the train drew into the station
Billy noticed am unusual crowd, nev
er thinking he might be the cause.
Just then the band began to play,
“ The girl I left behind me” and sev
eral cf his denizens cf the road lift
ed him into a hayrack bearing a hog®
placard on which was printed “ Lost,
—a bridegroom.’ ’
But when he
caught the laughing eye of his wife
seated in an automobile, then. It WMI
that Billy decided to pass round the
cigars.
He a!®o says
“ When the first anniversary comes
we are going to take a wedding trip
and I want all of my friend® to know
of it.”
Skowhegam, Me.
75 P O UND S OF H O N E Y IN T R E E .

Messrs. H. C. Rousey, W. J. Bone,
Sam Bone and Frank Roueey of Ek
berton, Ga., cut a bee tree last Fri
day night and got 75 pound®' of honey
from it.
This i® said to be the
biggest amount of wild homey ever
taken from a bee tree.

THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
H IS js a very in
teresting and in
structive book on mak THE
ing cabin boats, canoes,
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
of the various streams
one can trip on with a
cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction,
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
Fogs. Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles. Care
of the Boat, Ways of Making Money. On Making
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing. Game and
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fhdi and Fishing.
Amusements, Books, Trapper's Canoe. A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price PestpirfJ, G U I Bm « ^ 1 1.90.

T

CABIN BOAT

Mom* Wood®, Phflllp®, Maine.
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shores of their pastures, consequent-

Indians two to twenty-five miles dis
CANADIAN
tant.
White neighbors
unknown. ly the people who frequent the lake
She started; prospecting for health, feel that they are victims' of an un
CAMP DINNER and panned out—a digger for, gold. just diiS'criiminatiicr, and assort that

golf.
Some folks say that it Sis
possible to -play the Scottish: game tl 9
year round in any land and clime.
ISSUED WEEKLY
That is tree.
It also would be pos>sible to play many other pannes in
Phillips, Maine
the; dead, of winter if the players
were properily outfitted and couild euL. B. BRACKETT,
joy the playing with the handicap of
Business Manager
ow and ice.
But persons do not
! play these games. They wouldn’t eau
OUTING EDITION
p a g e s .............................................. $1.00 per year Ijov them.
LOCAL EDITION
Noir do golfers play the year round
Tine fourteenth, anmirversiary dinner
12 and 16 pawros................................ $1.50 per year
in
the portions cf our country where Iof the far-fanned Canadian. Camp will
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription snow and ice are frequent visitors. I ! be
held at Hotel Aster, Broadway
have seen them try it wiith a ball |and 44th street, New York, Monday,
tt cents extra.
painted red so that it might easily b e ! February 21, at 7 p,. an.., with the
State red as second class matter. January 21,
found.
But wihien a med ball of the ; usual reception from 6 to 7 p. m. A
*.989. at tlie postoffioe at Phillips. Maine, under
most vivid hue sinks into a drift, g'auce at the list of speakers, as. an
t he A ct of March 3. 1879.
the golfer and his caddy are likely to nounced in 'the invitation we have re
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire spend many minutes, and suffer frost
ceived, willlli give the readier an idea
state ot Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp
bitten fingers and toesi, before the cf tine mental feast prepared for the
on and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ball is dug out cf tine sniow.
occasion.:
ocally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
Toastmaster:
Prcf. Stephen But
So that golf must be eliminated as
*nd game photographs from its readers.
ler
Leacock,
F.
R.
S. C., F. R. C.
a
game
that
may
be
played
every
<day
When ordering the, address o> your paper

MAINE WOODS

1. W. Brackett Co.

She is America’s greatest wocdsiwo- the waters receive more pollution
from these two* sources, than, would
man,.
Captain J. E. Bernier, of Arctic be caused by the daily babbling of
At a
fame, and Canada’s greatest explor tiie population of the town.
recent
meeting
of
the
Norway
Board
er.
He has returned recently from
resolution
a two-years’ cruise in Baffin Land, of Trade the following
“That it is
the
where he secured 8,000 feet of film®, wag passed;
sense
of
the
Norway
Board*
of
Tradeand gathered a large
supply of
that bathing am Pennesseewassee
ivory and rare furs.
Mr. Herbert Lang, returned in De Lake be countenanced and permitted,
cember from a six-years’ exploration anywhere above a line drawn from'
trip in the Kongo, where he gathr Freeman’s Point to the southerly
ered many rare specimen® for tile line of land of James* Crockett; ft
vertebrate
©cHect/ionsi of the
A- being the consensus of the Board
would
mericun Museum of Natural History. of Trade that such bathing
Dr. D. W. C. Snyder, ten years not effect tine purity of the water
purposes and
a missionary in Africa, and the only supply for domestic
doctor within one thousa,nd miles, of does not constitute pollution there
his station.
He had a unique ex of with in the meaning of the charter
perience, and collected many spec of the Norway 'Water Company, or
imens and pictures.
Illness
pre the Statutes of the State of Maine.’*
Wilson’s Mills' may yet rival Op
vented the delivery of Ids address
niond Beach as a ^lirnter resort for
last year.
January 30th, J.
p.
Mr. L. O. Armstrong, one cf the motorists.
organizers of the Canadian Camp, a^ Hart drove hi® car over the ice, to
public lecturer, and one of Canada’s Naacn’s sporting camp, and the 31st,
Cieve West" o f Errol carried a pas
greatest woodsmen.
Mr. Thornton Emmons, engaged in senger across the lake with hi® cor.
the fishing industry on Kodiak
Is At Waterford, also, autejmg on the
absorbing
land, Alaska; has had thrilling exper ice is latest- and most
sport.
iences with the grizzly.
The list of speakers and subjects
Dr. H. R. Farris, who yearly keeps
insures a most enjoyable evening for a record of birds seen during the
those seeking facts concerning hap winter, reports crow's the lost week
penings in wild and in savage life, in January.
practically furnishing a trip around
The Aihr-way-socs Camp Fire G-iris
the world in a single evening.
met with Dumahq.ua (Miss Velzora
This is to be an audience of dis Field) February llth and spent a
tinguished guests, and, one of tfhe most enjoyable evening. This group
greatest cf our gatherings.
was organized in 1913 and is unique
A®k the Reception Committee to in tliat, instead of selecting names
introduce you.
P AT KIDNEY POND
for Its members from popular India®
We have again been, fortunate in
stories, lists* furnished by the Nat
securing rare and unusual food for ional Headquarters, or by
uniting
our table.
English
syllables
into
a
near-Indian
I., etc., etc., McGill University, Mont
Each table seats eight persons.
word,, it unanimously voted that ail
real.
Those who desire to sit together name® should be in fchef same Indian
Guest of honor: Mr. William E. S. should en gage tables and make up
tongue, that of the Tamarine Indiana
Dyer, Philadelphia.
their parties.
Guests with, impaired
of Maine.
And. being loyal Oxfcrt
hearing or sight should apply early
County
girls,
the members chose as
SPEAKERS:
for desirable seats.
Our banquets
their group name Ah-way-soo®—Bear.
are so attractive that two hundred
More trapping ha® been done this
Col. William J. Lampton, New seats have been reserved1 for this
year Phan for several seasons past
York.— ‘‘A Note from the Muse.”
dinner before the invitations
are
IGeorge Martin cf toast Oxford has
Mrs. Wilda L. Brown, New York. printed.
run a short trap-Jime and caught a
Remember that women are as wel
— “ Incidents in Camping Alone in
number of mink and muskrat,
be
the Wilds o f Canada.’’
come as men,.
Tickets:, $5.00.
sides several skunk.
He has recent
Plea®e send orders for tickets, ac
Mr. Herbert J. Lang, New York.
ly bought a tine rabbit hound. Num
— “ Native® of the Kongo, and Big companied by check® and names ber® of foxes are also being shat,
(and addresses) of guests, to H. T.
Game in Central Africa.”
and it i® hyped there will be a
Galpin,
Treasurer, 57 West 57th St.,
Capt. I. E. Bernier, Quebec.— “ Es
marked decrease cf casualties ifl
New York.
Telephone, 963 Plaza.
quimaux Life in Baffin Land.”
the poultry business next spring i*
consequence.
Mr. L. O. Armstrong, Montreal.—
“ Mountain. Sheep in British Columbia
Mrs. Chester Gates
<Ifortens**
and Moose in New Brunswick.”
j Gregg) lias formed an out-door dub
for girls to be known as the Trail
Dr. D. W. C. Snyder, Huguenot
|Trampers.
Mrs. Gates’ camp •‘Tum
Park.—“ From the Ant to the Ele
ble Inn” on Pike Hill near Lake
phant.’’
Pennesseewassee will be the dub
Mr. Thornton Emmcrn^ New York.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
—“ Experiences
with
the Kodiak
Oxford, Me., February 13.—While headquarters for the present.

The Fourteenth Anniversary Dinner
to Be Held at Hotel Arbor,
New York.

banged, please

give the old as well as new

ddress.
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THE ALL-YEAR’ROUND GAME
Good Fellows May Get Together
and Shoot at the Traps.

What game may hi© played in the
Great Outdoors wihen the blizzards
of winter have cast a heavy blanket
over Mother Earth; when the rains
of early spiring have made tihe mud
ankle deep; when the burning sun of
AN OUTSIDE CAM
summer forces one to seek comfort
in the' shade with cooling drinks at Courtesy of B. & A. R. R.
elbow, and when the frosts of autumn
bite one’® fingers and: toes and make in the year, unless one lives' in Flor
the ground bard as rooks?
ida or California, or has the money
Let’s look ’em aiU over. In the wint and may take the time to go to these
er months we have bowling, billiards', State®.
basket ball, chess, checker®, hand
Now, what one game may be play
ball, etc., alt played, indoors. Soccer, ed every day of the year, from Jan
sleighing, skating, hockey apd cross uary 1 to December 31, imclliusdve?
country running are outdoor sports.
Why, trapshooting, of course.
But ■when the heavy snows arrive, or
Rain is a handicap, but it does not
th© ice coats the fields, soccer matchr stop the ardent sportsman who has
es are postponed.
Sleighing requir arranged to spend an, afternoon at
es snow, and skating and hockey can the traps.
When, the thermometer
not be pilayed unless there as ice. jumps to the 100 mark, it Is more
Cross-country running is impossible comfortable in. the shade, but the
when the roads and field® are filled shotgun, enthusiast doesn’t
mind
with snow. Therefore, we are bound standing in the sun for the
few
to find weeks, and perhaps a month minutes necessary to Shoot at 15 or
or more, when all of these outdoor 23 targets.
Odd weather may bite
games eannet he enjoyed in nearly the nose, fingers and toes of the trap
all sections.
shot,, but be may sit by the cheering
Spring and summer bring baseball, fire in the clubhouse between events
th© national pastime, and tennis crick and rather enjoys the brief excurs
et, rowing, swimming, track and field ions into the exhileratiing outdoors.
athletics, horse racing, polo, eitc., etc, But, at last comes the enow. Then,
However, rain causes the postpone when, the baseball player, the golfer,
ment cf most of these sports.
And the tennis enthusiast and the other
everybody knows that When the frosit sportsmen who love to play in the Bear.”
No. 4 lias a new version of
hunting near William. Young’s, Nor
begin® to harden, the ground and ice open, are sitting by the firesid'e, iockAddresses will be illustrated by mo- way, Ed Packard's hound recently “ Mary’s Little Lamb.” A few days
the water in the late autumn, these
started two foxes and drove them ago a small deer came into the road
games must he temporarily stopped.
for some time.
Mr. Packard was and for some distance followed the
Autumn luas fcothailll, the great col
unable to get a shot at either al team which transport® the school
When the team was stop
lege sipoirt, and s'ome other games i
though he sighted both several children..
that are popular in the spring and j
ped it even allowed itself to be aptimes.
summer and the ‘‘open” spots in the j
William Libby fie soliciting funds ! proaohed within a few feet.
winter.
But the fine October days !
“ The steel trap i® from first to
to replace the buoys in Lake PenIt
are ail too few.
nesseew asses wihlch have been car la t an instrument cf torture.
Yet not one of the games mention- j
It simply
ried out by the the past seasons. rarely kill® its victim.
ed, nor many others not mentioned, j
The buoys which were placed at all holds Llim in its excruciating, lacer
may be played in the dead of winter. |
dangerous points in the lake a few ating and reLentless grasp. If death [
Of course, on the far South, and on
years ago were a great convenience would only ceme as a quick release
the Pacific coast it is possible to play]
and their loss (has been greatly felt from suffering, but it does not. The
some of these games the year round, j
by the many owners of motor craft animal often endures the torture
ter days before the heartless trap
But Old Mister Winter visits
th e ;
on the lake.
greater portion of America and
Two of Oxford’® most notable per takes the trouble to visit his
Oxford
spreads his snow and ice to some
horses have been sold to out
of traps.”—Item from local
degree at least.
town parties.
One was the black i County paper.
The above, as a Westerner would
Oh, yes.
We forgot to mention [
pacing mare Lady Elect
brought
ms
from the West a few years ago by say, “ Sure listens good” to those
1. R. Morrell of Brunswick, who gave who show great sympathy for dumb
CN THE TRA7L TQ KATAHDIN
— and incidentally wear rich
her a record of 2.1514, and purchas animals1
Courtesy of B. & A. R. R.
ed last September by John Robin furs and dine on venison and quail
son.
She is now owned at Biridg- —but whliile this excruciating torture
® J R en t
ing out disgustedly at the snow drifts j tion pictures and lantern slides
ton.
The other was the rcan road- is continuing for days, what about
mare Topsy Ann by Dr. Idle bought Sec. 60 as ammended by Sec. 17,
through a “ R oom s Foi which, f-re keeping them ioidoo-s, wha T H E W H O ’S W H O OF OUR S P E A K  by
Dr. J. H. Glover, V. S., from Chap. 277, P. L. 1915, and the ten
:s the trap®’ octer doing? W! y, he
ERS.
Agnes Fuller last spring. Tills mare fr fifty dollar fine i,t imposes each
R ent” ad and keep the bundles up in sweater, toots and fur
has never been raced although) she time the heartless trapper fails to
cap, grabs the gun case and ploughs
Stephen Butler Leacock, Mc has stepped in, 2.35 in an exercise visit his traps once every twentydisfiguring placard out through the drifts to the gun club. GillProf.
University, Montreal.
Head of cart, but is considered one of the four luours?
of your front window, There he finds others who enjoy the Department of Political Economy, a best read borses in the state. She
“ sport alluring.”
(man of many letters, Canada’s- best was purchased by a Finn at West
Never Ask for This.
^ T h e newspaper ad is We shooters do not profess to known novelist and ■writer. Famed Paris. Among tli© slpeed horses Bismethylaminotetraminoarsenobenstill in town are Outward Bound, a zenehydrochloride contains 26.4 per
d ig n ifie d , sends yoii know it all, and possibly I may hovel Littlle - p a w n a:nd hi® latest book, bay gelding owned by Geo. H. Jones; cent of arsenic.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
overlooked some arguments in the i “ Moonbeams from the Larger Lun- two old campaigners, Dec Keene and
Made Slight Mistake.
num erous applicants support of any game—-arguments that acy.”
Teddy B., inwmed by James Cook,
This
may
be eld enough to raise
sportsmen who prefer ether games
Mir. Willi,ami E. S. Dyer, President and a bay mare owned by George
whiskers, but a newspaper friend re
from which to choose, will use.
of the Philadelphia Branch, of the Ca- Smith,.
lates it as a recent happening. A
However, this I do know—tliat trap* nadlan Camp.
Owner of eu large
Under the charter of the
Nor teacher in one of the New York
and does not detract shooting is the erne game that may . private preserve in. New Brunswick, way
Water Company
bathing in schools instructed her class of boys
tie played Winter, Spring, Summer'an ardent sportsman,
IAke Pennesseewassee is forbidden, to write an essay on “judicious.” One
from the exclusiveness and Autumn,, m rain, and enow, wihsn j Colonel William J. Hampton, the being considered a pollution of the youngster, a Jewish lad, raised his
the thermometer i® up airound 100 Iwell-known newspaper 1uanorfet.
waters.
However, drainage from hand first. The teacher instructed him
your home.
degrees or sticking airound the zeiroj Mr®. Wilda L. Brown, camped a- the highways has been allowed to to read his essay on judicious. ‘‘On
mark.—George Wilkin, Mac Tag part in lone ten years* in the Canadian wild- enter the lake and c c w l la ve not our holidays,” he began, “ we have
The American Shooter.
j erness, her nearest neighbors being been forbidden to wade along the mazotos and other Jew dishes.”
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meeting an agreement Was signed by ever.’
AUGUSTA MEN
a large number of the lobster men
Dapu-ty S. J. Carpenter made a per
to throw away all shorts and seed sonal investigation on the Blevin-e
CATCH PICKEREL lobsters as soon asi caught.
and Mallon tract and found that the

The Monhegan lobster catchers ducks w-ere net damaging growing
The grain that the ducks
have for several, years past been grain.
Some time ago you wrote me ask A party of three Augusta fisher working out their own salvation; by were feeding upon was the waste
ing me to relate my experience with men, they being George E. Jones, observing the law and by a self-im cau-s-ed by cutting or threshing, o-r
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small deer. About that time a dear exper Frank Murphy and Clarence Frye,
posed close time, between June 15 that which had been knocked, cut o-f
pigs and shouts*. B. F. Beal, PliiK ience with thiiis same animal prevent passed the day Thursday of last week
and January 15.
They have found tn.e beads by blackbirds.
lips,, Meed my doing so.
at Richard pehd, north of Cobbossee- that by allowing all lobsters to re
It i-s true that the gullets o-f many
—
My interest in deer was first arous- contee, and made a catch of seven main in the water during the six ducks killed this season, have been
Smokers, my “ government seal” cig
c e n t '^ ab*>uit twenty years ago while pickerel, and while it Is- not claimed |moniths fche 10,bstens are increasing. filled with rie°
wa,s e v ^ ‘
ars are better than most 5
..
WV.V v— —
that the fish were very large the fish ]im •
:V
,
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of visiting friends . near Atlantic,
„
, . . _____
A
L * Tins protection to the industry is ly gleaned from the ground anidi not
One
afternoon
whale
out
for
a
drive
ermen
found
them
very
toothsome.
„
,,
■
.
,
*
,,
.
50 cigars ail'd be (jQhYjpced, . J, H.
jcarefully observed as is the law in from the heads-.
Harm on, 195 South, Mulberry street, i was very much surprised to see a
regard to “ shorts” and “ seeders.”
W ild ducks feed to the very same
herd of from forty to seventy-five
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
The Monhegan men are now catching
way
on, the rice fields as the geese
deer.
Of course I expected my host
lobsters in abundance and at a tim
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, to be equally astonished but found
do on the Stubblefields; they are
when prices are high..
sound; acclimated horses. Both heavy they .had no more effect upon him
g'earners.
The mowers and binders
Since the lobster
season began
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Rcss, than a herd of cattle would have. Al
kno-ck out a " quantity of grain while
there have been many lobster smacks
Phillips, Me.
cutting and this consequently re
ways. interested in our native ani
in the vicinity of Monhegan.
The
mains on the ground.
And it is
mals and the more so at this time
He
picked
up
a
paper
as
he
sank
new warden© will make it their duty
RABBITS WANTED—Will pay
fif
this -grain, that we find in the gullets
because of their seemingly strange ap into Ms accustomed seat in the edi
to see that thege vessels get no small
teen cents each.
Must be in good
of ducks and geese.
People who dto
pearance in this place, I began ask torial) sanctum on one of his daily
lobsters or seeders., even if the fish
condition and non-poison ous,
and
not understand the situation infe-r
ing questions ccaicerniirg the deer. It visits and soon ran across the item
ermen themselves care to sell them. th-a-t because a m-allard has a throat
dressed leaving skins on.
Can. useseems that a few years previous to telling of the (remark of a man who
They will, also keep a watch on out full of ri-ce he has been lighting on
forty per week until April 1st. Tel.
this time one cf the wealthy men of had sunk the blade cf an axe in his
siders who are not bound by their a- tlie growing grain and destroying it.
64-15.
M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me.
that vicinity .had decided to raise a leg and all the complaint he made
greements.
This is obviously ridiculous.
And
BOBCATS, fexes, wolves exterminat herd o f deer.
was “And that spoils a pair of per
besides,
as
a
matter
of
fact,
ducks
do
ed.
Dope furnished. Pelts wanted.
He had succeeded in raising about fectly good trousers.”
D U CKS VS. RICE.
not relish growing rice. It is to-o
Jesse Bently, trapper, Arlington. Vt.
twenty when the high waters tore a“ Hm-m, a little different, but it re
tough.
Black birds do the most
way the fence from hi© deer enclos minds me cf years ago when I was
55 VALUABLE FORMULAS, Tricks, ure and the animalis escaped. He was
The following interesting item i-s damage to rice crops, for they pick
illusions and House Hold hints in my unable to capture them and did not a boy on Dexter and a cousin went taken from the California Fish- and the grain from the stalks before it
is ripe and thresh large quantities
nteresting magazine of two issues. wish the animalis to be harmed. Be fishing on the eld dam. Another man, Game Bulletin:
Sent complete for a dime. E. Stanley ing influential he succeeded in hav a Frenchman, was also fishing there
“ Newspapers delight in exaggerat* with their wings while feeding.
casting in.g greatly tlie damage done by
Johnson, P. O. Box 144,
Burnside, ing a law passed, providing for their and in Inis excitement in
threw his line around so that the
Conn.
S U B S C R IB E N O W
FO R
M A IN E
protection and for the payment of hock caught in, cousin's face and ducks in the -rice fields o-f the Sac
ramento Valley. ' Many reports have W O O D S .
damage.
$1.00
A
YEAR.
staid there.
Nothing to do but cut recently appeared, stating th-a-t thou
A few of the deer were killed and the line and hasten to a doctor, who
sand® of dollars have been.
lost
the offenders were heavily fined. cut out the hock and dressed the
through, the depredations of these
Shortly afterwards it was discovered wound.
A day or so later cousin birds.
The injury actually done,
that the deer had damaged some corn was at the same dam and there also
O f an Occasional Trip to
however, is almost negligible, a® is
belonging to a man in the neighbor wag the same other cliap, who wi.tl>
evidenced by the fotHowing quotat
hood.
PORTLAND
The neighboring farmers gatb* out thinking or caring about the ex- ion from a letter received from W /'
ered to compute the loss. Their com-1 tent cf the injury, opened up by de- K. Brown, manager of the Moulton
W ill Be Greatly Enhanced If the
putation was so much, larger than tlul manding the fishhook cousin had car
Irrigated Lands Company:
“ While
of the officer sent iby the State to ried away in his flesh.
‘All right/ this year’s harvest is ouir fifth, crop
i
The large and valuable collection compute the loss that it brought ridi said cousin-, ‘you give me a quarter to of rice, I have never been able to
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
of mounted and stuffed birds which, cule upon, the head of the man whose pay the doctor for cutting it out of discover any material- damage that
Home During: Your Stay.
was owned by the late Manly Hardy damage loss amounted to compara my face where you put it, and I will the ducks have done.
In m.y opin Positively the Only First-Class Modern
No more complaints get you that or another fishhook.’ ”
of Brewer, has been purchased by tively nothing.
ion the rice which, the ducks eat i-s House In the City, With All Conven
the Audubon Society of Providence have been made and now the deer
“ It simply illustrates the indiffer that which has- already been knock iences Including Hot and Cold Running
and Local and Long Distance
and presented to theaRoger Williams roam about the country and enijoy a ence with which many people can en ed out of tlie head by the black Water
Telephone in All Rooms.
Museum in that city. A new wing life of ease and plenty. It has been dure or witness the most severe acci bird.”
Just a step from Monument Square
is being built upon the museum for estimated that between five and fif dents c-r suffering with apparent in
Mr. M. L. Oarr of Ccinsa also Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
the collection c f birds. A daughter, teen thousand deer inhabit the banks difference, where others would shriek writes:
“This is to certify that Take the "Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car from
Union Station.
Mrs. Fanny Hardy Eekstorm is engag of the Skunk River. Oftentimes they and faint.”
the report recently mode that I had
European Plan Only, Rates $1.60 and up.
ed a part of each wreek In directing are seen grazing with, the herds of
lost 100 acres of rice by the wild
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
- -the arrangement of cases and suitable cattle.
“And,” said‘a listener, “ It would- al du-oks this year its absolutely false. H. E. THURSTON.
R. F. HIMMELEIN,
background decorations.
This collec
While rabbit hunting with my host most be worth whiffle nowadays to let The ducks did, me no damage whatProprietors.
tion of birds will always be kept at after this it was- no uncommon exper someone set a hock in one’s face fo
this museum and be known as the ience to see the antlers of a buck the sake of having a doctor cut it
. Manly Hardy collection. It is hoped rise above the snow'.
As the deer out for a quarter.
What? N it!” —
that everything will be in readiness raised hi® back and lowered his ant Kennebec Journal-.
for the public opening of the new lers we did not stop to dispute with
wing in the Roger Williams Museum him hut left him mentally agreeing
MONHEGAN W ARDENS
sometime in April.
that, as hi® manner suggested, truly
he was “ Monarch of all he surveyed.'* Twelve Fishermen Appointed to Pro
I obtained a pair of deer from that
tect the Lobsters Around the
part of the country believing that the
Island.
natural conditions- of cur State of
£>hio were favorable for raising the
Commissioner Wo-c-db-u-ry of the de
animals.
Each year they have given
partment of Sea and Shore Fisheries
FOR
me the natural number of young, one
has appointed Ernest A. Brackett,
GUNS AND
fawn from the two-year-old and two
William J. C-rne, Ernest Winoi-pow,
FISH-RODS
afterwards.
Tihi-s year we were ag
John- Field, Ear-l S. Field, Lesli-e P.
W illiam F^Nye is the great reeably surprised to find hidden in
Davis, George F. Davis, Linwood A.
the -long grass two little spotted
est authority on refined oils in the
Davis, Charles Field, George M. Cook,
fawn from each doe although no-t all
world. H e was the first bottler; has
Maynard C. Brackett and Alphonse
due by age.
Only two of these liv
Speed, all of Monhegan, ,as. special de
the largest business and N Y O IL
ed fc-r six weeks-, at that time -dying
puty fish wardens an-d they began the
is the best oil he has ever made.
within an hour o,f each other. After
duties Monday.
this my three youngest and my old
N Y O IL
These new wardens volunteered to
est. buck diedI thought at the
H AS N O E Q U A L .
act as such under the commissioner
tome
that
my
misfortune
was
perhaps
Beware of scented mixtures called
far the protection of lobsters in Mcndue to the lack of range far grazing
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
W h y n o t le t u s h e lp
where a light oil is needed. It pre purposes and also lack of variety in ,began waters-. They sen-t in their
names shortly afte a meeting held
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica food.
I ascertained -later that a
tion.
the first of January to discuss the
gentleman at Urb-ana had a herd of
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
y o u
w ith
y o u r
lobster fisheries question, at which
fifty
enclosed
on
a
few
aeries
and
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and had- raised deer there for
several
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
years
without
any
trouble.
a d v e r t i s i n g '?
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
I changed my deer recently to an
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
enclosure having a larger variety of
W M . F. NYE*
Ever “ hunt a needle
trees and shrubbery.
Previously to
this time I had never -been able to
New Bedford, Mass.
get the deer to approach a building in a haystack?”
but a few days- after they had been
It’s a long, discourag
changed to their new quarters, three
MAPS OF MAINE
of them entered a small door, passed
RESORTS AND ROADS through several dark alleys- out into ing job.
the bam and thence chose the path
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
SJYou are hunting a
to
Flar a whale great
for maps of the fishing regions of the of the prodigal,
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow- excitement prevailed in the surround
needle in a haystack
ing country over the strange appear
- $ .50
Franklin County
.50 ance of wild deer until it was gener w ith
Somerset County
that “ room for
.50 ally known that some of my deer
Oxford County
.50 were missing.
Piscataquis County
Two of these I was re n t,” “ b o y w a n te d ”
.50
Aroostook County
able
to
get
back
again. At present
.50
Washington County
1.00 I have Virginia does and a Fallow or other placard in your
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 rn
.H5 buck and would be glad
Geological map of Maine
to hear
.35 frem any reader who has- crossed the
R, R. map of Maine
w indow .
.35
Androscoggin County
I never heard, of
.36 two successfully.
Cumberland County
T h e want ads make
.50 my escaped deer being shot at, which
Hancock County
.36 proves to -my mind the theory that
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
deer could he raised as profitably in a thorough canvass of
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
My deer generally
•50 Ohio as- in Iowa.
Penobscot County
P H IL L IP S ,
M A IN E
.36 became poor in summer and fattened this town between suns
Waldo County
.35 after they -had rubbed the velvet off
York County
of their horns-.
This year the buck for your wants.
W B R A C K E T T CO.,
instead of fattening d-ied.—J. B. Foote
Maine. in The Game Breeder.
Phillips,
FOR SAL-E—Desirable house lots in
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.

HE SPOILED A
PAIR OF TROUSERS

MANLY HARDY
COLLECTION

T he P leasure

Valuable Specimens Presented to
Roger Williams Museum.

NEW CHASE HOUSE

MAINE WOODS

Conducts a first class job printing departr ent
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,

! etc., and would be pleased

furnish samples,

| dummies and prices on request.

^

J.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,

M A IN E
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FORiHUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

BOOKS

me been contributed by a few Sports
men wlho generously responded to the
request made by your President.
Wednesday, February 23rd, 8:00 p.
m.—Nonmam McClintcck, of Pitts
burgh,, ‘‘Waiter Fowl in the South,”
T h e following books arc endorsed
4,000 feet of moving picture film
e s c r i b e s in a
by
leading publishers, hunters, trap
made in Florida and Louisiana, de
practical man
ner,
the
training,
picting ducks and various herons, in pers and sportsmen in North America.
^handling, treatment,
cluding the snowy egret, and otlier T h e information they contain is re
[breeds,
etc.,
best
Tlie aamuail meeting of the Midlii- birds in their native
haunts, nest liable, having been gathered from ac
[adapted for n i g h t
gan Wil'd Life Conservatiion Associa building and feeding young.
Shunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
ISgun dogs for daylight
tion, will be 'held im 'Saginaw ait the
Thursday, February 24th, 8:00 p. ments of men who are leaders in the
Isport. This book is
banquet ball of the Auditojuun^ at m.—Wilfred H. Osgood, Director of
Enot intended for the
10:00 o’olioctk a. m., Thursday, Febtra- the Field Museum, Chicago, ‘‘Tlie Fur different branches covered by these
[field trial dog men,
[but is for the real
ary 24, 1916, and under its auspices Seaflis, and Other ArndmaiLs of the works.
[dog men who delight
will be held a con'ventioin foir the dis Pribdflot Islands,’ ’ illustrated with- sber
T h ese books should be in the
■in chases that are
cussion of a plan for ‘‘More Game,” eopticon, and motion pictures.
hands
of
every
man
who
goes
into
Prof.
genuine.
Contains
beginning at 2.00 p. m.,
February Osgood was one of the International
the woods, cither for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
24th, and continuing during the after Commissi'cn appointed to investigate
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The
noon of February 25th.
All interest the Pur Seal life and industry, and profit.
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ed persons are cordially invited to at spent the summer of 1914 on the
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
tend this convention.
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
Pribilof Islands, s'orne two hundred
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound, Training
-S p ecific Things to Teach, Training—Random
The Publics Domain Commission, has miles from the Alaskan Mainland in
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2 Breed
A B O O K of
■ 1 ilT~1
under its jurisdiction many thousands Bering Sea.
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
instructions*-;
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
of acres of wild, unused State land®,
Friday, February 25th, 8:00 p. m. tells how to trap,M
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3~ D og Lore—Still Trail
and over thirty thousand acres of —Carl Akeley, of the American Mus s n a r e , poison^ j
ers
vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on the Trap
came refuges, or, more properly, wild eum of Natural History, New York, and shoot. A ' ”
Line, Sledge Dogs o f the North. Part 4—The
valuable b o o k
Hunting
Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
life sanctuaries.
How to maike “ Elephant Hunting in A frica ”
Beagle. Dachshurd and Basset Hound. Pointers
Mr. for trappers. If !
and Setters. Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
practical use of these Lands, is a ques Akeley lias been termed the “ Kipling all the methods' j
Collies, House and W atch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
tion to be answered, it i:s hoped, by of Africa,” because o f his vast fund as given in this
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
had been stud-;
Terms.
this convention.
of stories of the African Veldt and ied out by one1
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.
Those who have promised to at Jungle.
His pictures are strange, man and he had
begun trapping,
tend are:
Jdhn B. Burnham, Presi fascinating and instructive.
when Columbus1
dent of the American Game Protect
Admission free to’ all sessions, and d i s c o v e r e d :
ive and Propagation Association; Har
ladies are especially invited to at America, more
ry T. Rogers, Superintendent of Game
than four hun
B O O K of
tend .
dred years ago
Farms for the Conservation Commis
information
he would not be
Now,
ail
of
this
is
worthy
of
a
sion of New York State; John M.
about fur-bearing
Do come and half completed. This book is edited by A . animals, enclos
Phillips, Commissioner cf Pennsylvan good, big audience..
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
This tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into ures, their habits,
ia; Dr. Kaibfns, Secretary of the bring as many as possible!
care, etc., and is
Pennsylvania Commission1; Dr. Hen- work is to mold public opinion to 22 chapters, as follows:
th e
recognized |
General Information; Baits and Scents;
helpfulness
of
the
cause
we
have
authority on f u r
shaw, of the United States Biologi
Foxes and Odor, Chaff Method Scent;
cal Survey; E. A. McJlhenny, Avery labored for these many years, viz.: Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow raising — now in
fourth edition—
Island, La.; and we expect favorab e The continuance of tlie wild life cf Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire written from in
and
Twine
Snare;
Snare,
Shooting,
Poison;
the
Field
and
Forest,
tlie
Lake
and
replies from, several more. Commis
formation .secur
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
sioner Wm. R. Oates has invited the Stream, the Marsh and S-hore; for th Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old ed from reliable
Commissioners of the neighboring encouragement of the life in the Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
great out-of-doors.
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
States.
ment r e p o r t s .
Fox;
Still
Hunting
the
Fox;
Fox
Ranches;
WM, B. MEKSHON, President.
Demand for furs
Subjects that will be discussed, a~
Steel Traps.
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
H. B. GILBERT, Secretary.
mong others, will be: ‘‘Game Farms”
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
(public and private); “ Fire Protect February 10, 1916.
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
ion” ; ‘‘Feeding and Food Planting*';
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
“ Vermin Control” ; “ The Wild House
Supply and Demand, W hat Animals to
Cat” ; “ Fencing and Posting” ; “Game
J ^ E S C R I  Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Keepers, instead of Game Wardens’’ ;
BES the Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
“ Public ’Sentiment” ; “ Selling cf Pri
fur-b e a r i n g Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
animals, their Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
vately Raised Game” ; “ Shooting, to
nature, habits ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Keep Down the Over-plus of Cook
and distribu Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Birds” ; and various other subjects
t i o n , w i t h Deer Farming.
ail bearing upon the main question of
practical
P rice, postpaid, c loth bound, 6 0 cents.
methods for
Commencing at noon of February
their capture.
23rd, and continuing through Febru
The Marshall House, the pioneer
Contains 245
ary 2Stlx, the Sportsman’s Associat summer hotel at York Harbor, was d
pages, size 5
x 7
inches,
ion of Saginaw County will give a stroyed by fire during the last week
SA v a lu a b le
with 40 illus
Sportsman's Show at the Auditorium. in January entailing a loss of $150,book for home
trations. The
This building has a seating capacity 000 to $200,000.
steaders, hunters,
c h a p t e r on
Fortunately there
prospectors, guides
of 4,500.
F. S. Foster, who so suc was scarcely any wind at the time “ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
etc.
The writer,
cessfully managed the show at Lans and what there was blew the sparks young and inexperienced hunters and trap
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
ing a year ago, ha© been engaged as out to sea and across Short Sands to footprints of the various animals. The au
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
superintendent of the Saginaw exhibi Eastern Point.
The roofs of the thor is personally acquainted with some of
cruiser and pros
tion, and Mr. J. H. MoGillivnay as summer residences of J. E. Norwood the most expert trappers in North America,
pector, in his intro
secretary; and can be addressed at and F. A. Peters ignited, but were and has also followed the Indians over their
duction says: “ T o
trap lines, and in this way learned many
tlie Auditorium,, Saginaw, as exhibitio extinguished by the bucket brigade.
the men who fol
things which to the white man are not gen
low -the compass,
contributions are wanted.
erally known.
•Members of the fire department at
The book contains twenty-four chapters the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
Two afternoons will be featured
the harbor and village responded at as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk; It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
with colored pictures of bird life and
once and the York Beach department The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The can tell you all about things after they are
motion pictures loaned by Commis
done (by someone else).” Contains about
was soon on the scene with its appa Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk 200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
rat; The Fox; The W olf; T he Bear; The
sioner Geo. D. Pratt, of New York,
ratus.
The fire presented a wonder Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
entitled “The Match, in the Forest.”
ful spectacle and at its height wais Lynx; Bay Lynx or W ild Cat; The Cougar; chapters as follows:
The Michigan Wild Life Conserva
Maps; The Compass; Examining and L o
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
seen 40 miles away.
tion Association has undertaken to
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs; cating; Early Surveys; Comer Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for H om e
The Marshall House was built in Steel Traps.
furnish, entertainment of an educat
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
1870
by
Nathaniel;
G.
Marshall
and
ional nature for each, of the three
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor M an’s
evenings; the expenses therefor hav- his son, Edward S. Marshall. At the
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
death cf the father the son succeeded
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
to the ownership and managed the
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
hotel up to the time of his death in
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
B O O K of in
January, 1915.
For years it shelter
structions f o r^
P rice, postpaid, c loth bound, 6 0 cents.
ed during the summer many notable trappers about these
person® from Washington, Philadel a n d o t h e r home
phia, -Baltimore, New York and Bos made traps by A. R
Harding. This book]
ton.
The hotel was owned by Frank contains 232 pages,
B O O K of in
D. Marshall of Portland, son of the sizes 5 x 7 inches,)
struction, giv
late Edward S. Marshall.
He was and 84 drawings an
ing many methods
illustrations, printedj
having new plumbing installed and on good heavy pa
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap-J
the hous§ made ready for the coming per. The most com
pers as it tells in a ~
season.
The origin of the fire is a plete book on how
plain way what you -»'j
to m a k e “ home
mystery, ais it started far from where
want to know, thaU
made” traps ever
is if you want t o . /
the men had been working and the published. Building
catch mink.
This
electric -current had been shut off deadfalls and con
book is edited by &
from the house.
The hotei was a structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap A . R. Harding, con- pthree-story frame structure of 250 pers where material, saplings, poles, boards, tains about 50 illus-^
rooms and was situated on a com rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing. trations and nearly
blue rib b o n at
200 pages, and is_,
manding position at the entrance of The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
any d om estic
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead d i v i d e d into 20 Kj
York river.
The insurance is said to falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone chapters as follows: |
science e x h ib i
tion, her cake is
General Informa
be between $50,000 and $60,000.
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
a marvel of fine
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set; tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
lightness — and
W hen to Build; W here to Build; The Proper of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
K IL L S PAtNTHER A F T E R FIGHT.
her pastry — you
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare; Scent; Places to -Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
ought to taste it!
Joseph Camp, proprietor of a hotel Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; N um  Northern Methods; Unusual W ays; Illinois
All because William
Method; Experienced Trappers’
at
Powelll, Pa., killed a monster wild ber of Traps; W hen to Trap; Season’s Catch; Trapper’s
Tell is milled from
General information; Skinning and Stretch Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
cat after a terrific battle, during Which
O hio Red W in ter
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Wheat by our own
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
the beast nearly killed Camp’s- dog. Market; Steel Traps.
Traps.
process. Goes farther too—both
With two broken legs, the oaf con
e c o n o m y and g o o d eating
i P rice, p o itp a id , cloth bound, 6 9 cents.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
tinued to fight and held man and dog
served by ordering
at bay until a bullet pierced its heart
The wild cat weighed nearly fifty
pounds and was the largest ever
killed in this county.
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CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

To Meet In Saginaw, Michigan,
February 23, 24, 25.
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FOX TRAPPING

FUR FARMING

A

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

HISTORIC SUMMER
HOTEL BURNED

Famous Marshall House Burned at
a Large Loss.

ELLS
about the
Hudson Bay Com 
pany; Northern Indians
and their M odes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc if
Provisions f o r
th e L - Wilderness, Things to frlfj’S
Avoid, etc., etc. The L
author (Martin Hunter) |
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about j
40 years— from 1863 to
1903 and the information is given from almost a half century’s
experience. This book contains *277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company: The “ Free Trader”
Outfitting- Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode o f Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its kurs. Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet. Deer Sickness, A Cass
o f Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts. Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS
E S C R IB E S the
various makes
and tells how to use
,.fthem. Also chapters
*?on care of pelts, etc.
ycThis book contains
Pages, 5 x 7 in,
fran d 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long
needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; W ell Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T-apping; Land
Trapping; W ater Trapping; W hen to Trap;
Some Deep W ater Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.

J?333

Price, p o itp a id , c loth bound 6 0 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

I

DEADFALLS AND SNARES

She Baked
Today
With

A

MINK TRAPPING

A

H e r b re a d

would take the

j

William
Tell
Flour

C.

H.

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Maine.

H IS is one of the,gjg
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W ood s, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and A xes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

Price, postpaid, cleth buuuJ, 60 centi.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
H E most practi
cal book on fishling ever published.
|T h e author says;
‘ For those who have
Icaught them, as well
[as for those who
[never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W . W H E N
and W H E R E to
j*catch them; also tells
n[ the K I N D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle A rt” ; Rods;
Reels; H ooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Fickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
FLsh— Good Places.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents
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rang© shooting.
If your shooting is
to, be done at not over 40 yd®., I do
not think it advisable to- use shot
larger than, No. 4, but of course
opinions differ wideilly on this point.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
C./T./New York City.
caliber rifle kill! ducks using a .22
As I 'have heard that you can give long rifle cartridge?
me some correct information concern
Ans. If th e.bullet happened to hit
ing rifles, I want to ask you iif you a vital part, it would kill! probably
will be kind enough to answer the up to 200 yds.
Tlie trajectory is so
questions below:
I use a .25 pump high at such a long range that it
action rifle and o f late have been would be extremely difficult to hit. an
trying it out at 20 and 60 yards. I animal.
It may safely be said it
have been shooting at a 4-imch bull’s- win kill a duck as far as there is
eye.
Should the rifle, aimed at 6 any probability of a hit being mode.
o’clock ihdit just two touches higher if
3. What is the striking force in
aimed right at any range at all ? I pounds using the .22 lcng rifle cart
may be mistaken, but the hits seem ridge at 100 yds.?
to Vary in height.
At 30 yds. pirone
Ans. I have no figures for the
I grouped the shots below the center, striking energy in pounds of the .22
but at 60 yards the rifle seemed to long rLflo cartridge at 100 yds. At
shoot ihiglier.
Is that my fault or the inuz’le it is 83 ft. lbs.
the fault of tire rifle? W ill the rifle
4. What causes powder to burn
shoct exactly in- the center of tlie on a 12 gauge shotgun barrel when
bull’s-eye at any range under a hund f-.red with shells loaded with, 3!4
red if I aim straight and always shoo drains of black powder, and 1 % oz.
about 2 inches higher than. I aim?
of shot?
Is it hard, to remove?
Ams. The best way to answer your
Ans. Black powder is likely to
question is, I think, to state a few cake up in any shotgun barrel. Per
general principles which govern the sonally, I would not use anything
action of rifle 'bullets.
A rifle bul but smokeless powder in a shotgun.
let leaves tlie muzzle of the barrel
traveling at a certain, speed. As soon W. W. S., Saltsburg, Pa.
as it leaves tlie muzzle and Is no
1. Willi i't spell the rifling in a
longer supported by the bottom side .22 rifle which as chambered for .22
of the parrel, gravity begins to act long rifle, to shoot .22 extra long in
ca it, and it drops away from the it?
line on which it originally started,
A ids. It won’t hurt the r if lin g any,
and also the air resistance cuts down but I don’t see any particular advan
its velocity.
The result i® that the tage in the .22 extra long cartridge.
bullet travels in a curve which starts 11 is not as accurate as the .22
as socn as it leaves the muzzle. Whe long rifle, although of course the dif
a rifle is sighted at 100 yards, it ference is very slight, and it i® not
means that the rifle is sighted in sufficiently more powerful, to make
properly far 100 yds. when the sights it worth while.
are lined up, as you mention, at tlie
2. When siuootiing at a target abcu
bottom edge of the bull’s-eye. Keep tea feet away with a .22 rifle, I no
ing in mind the fact that tine bullet ticed that some of the bullets turn
drops continually away from the Line ed and entered the target backwards,
ca which it started, and allso that while others went into the target
When I moved the target
the iine of sight is a short space a- sideways.
bove the bore of the barrel, you will about 50 ft. away, almost all the
What
see that the bullet must cross the bullets hit the target fair.
line of sight if it is to reach a point do you think was the cause cf this?
Ans. There is certainly something
above tlie point sighted at by
the
time it reaches the target. In other wrong with either your rifle or the
words, the barrel is tipped up so that ammunition. The bullet should cer
toe bullet shoots up to the point a- tainly not enter the target back
if
bove mentioned, just as to strike a wards under any oircuim,stances
point say 100 ft. away from yah and the barrel Is in good condition and
ten feet above you in throwing a auy standard make cf ammunition is
baseball, ycu would throw at at a used. Are you sure that they went
It is quite true that
higher angle than you would if you in backwards?
intended to hit something on the a rifle will throw a bullet in such, a
ground that distance away. You can way that they Will wobble slightly at
see, therefore, if you elioot at a the start of their flight, steadying
shorter distance than 100 yds. the bul up as they get further from the muz
There are several complicated
let will still be on the upward part zle.
of its curve and will strike at a reasons for this.
3. Doe® the Hopkins & Allen
lower point than it would at 100
yds.
I would suggest that ycu sit Arms Co. manufacture a .22 repeater,
down and draw a few pictures with and if so, is it a lever or pump ac
pencil showing the rifle and the path tion?
Ans. 1 do not think that they do
of the bullet and the line of sight,
keeping in mind the facts stated a- at the present time.
bove, and exaggerate your drawings
somewhat and you will be able to H. V.. Quincy, ILL
I have a 12 gauge shotgun in
understand from your own picture the
which I use 314 drams to 3% drama
answer to your question..
of powder.
Which gives higher ve
locity, the black or smokeless pow
C. A. L„ 'Pen,field, N. Y.
Does the smokeless kill furth
1. At wthat distance will a 12 der?
I use 314 and
gauge shotgun, shell loaded "with 3^4 er than the black ?
Do you think No. 3
drams of black powder and' 1 Vh o z . 3% for ducks.
of shot, No. 6, kill pheasants with a and No. 4 shot are too big for bong
range shooting?
Are No. 5 and No.
30 inch, barrel?
Ans. The length of barrel has 6 shot better?
Ans.
Smokeless powder gives
to do with, it, but the bore
has a whole lot.
If it is a full slightly higher velocity. This mean®
choke barrel, it would kill up to 40 that it will give greater penetration
than the black powder.*Tbe size slot
or 45 yds.
2. At what distance will a .22 you are using i,& aJil right for long

II. B. F., Oakland, Call,
1. I want to got a shotgun for
general use.
What boring do you
think is best ficir this kind of shoct'iug?
Which gun do yen think is
Ithe best, the Fox or the Parker?
IWhat do you think about automatic e
jectors for a double barrel gun?
Ans.
The large percentage of
shotguns sold in this country of any
one type of boring are full choke.
This seems to be the most popular
for general use.
If you are purchas
ing a double barrel gun, yon would
do wneflll to have one barrel bored
full choke, and the other barrel bered modified or cylinder. A® to which
of the two makes you mention is
better, I would suggest that you talk
to your various sportsmen, friends
who own these models.
It would
not be fair for me to give a direct
opinion on a matter cf this kind.
I
strongly recommend automatic eject
ors.
I see no reason1 .why a man
should (handicap himself with an odd
extractor when the ejectors are as
reliable and efficient as they are.
D. W. R., Smith Center, Kans.
I am planning a hunting trip to
Alaska for the summer and expect
to hunt big game, bear, etc.
Would
like your opinion a& to what kind
and caliber of rifle to buy.
Have a
39-30 Model 1894 but have been; think
i n g of getting a :405.
Do you think
the 30-30 would be suitable for that
country ?
Ans. It is generally conceded that
the most powerful rifles are neces
sary for game such as moose and
grizzly bear.
If you eliminate these
two species, a rifle o f tlie 30-30 pow
er or slightly larger is satisfactory fo
all kinds of game.
Tlie riffle you
are thinking of purchasing is suffic
iently powerful! for any kind of game
to be found on this continent.
The
only question in my mind is that it
will be so powerful as to be need
lessly destructive on anything but
the largest of big game.
Gun Lover, Oakland, Cal.
I recently purchased a .22 caliber
rifle.
It was a seconddnand gun
when I get it, but to all! appearances
was in A-l condition.
Tlie riffling^
stands out clear and no pits to speak
of at all and no sign® of hard usage
of the barrel.
Yet it will not shoot
true.
I have tried it thoroughly in
every way—offhand, from a dead
rest, and finally in a wooden vice, an
it will uot group shots at 25 yds. in.
a 5 inch circle.
Two or three shots
in succession are good, then the next
will be away off.
Could you. tell me
of an expert who could locate the
trouble as I don’t want to send it tc
the factory unless I have to.
An®. You state that ycu bought
the riffle second-hand, and I have a
sneaking suspicion that the former
owner, before hie sold it, tried to fix
up a neglected; barrel by scrubbing
It with emery powder, resulting in an
enlarged bore which causes the inac
curacy you mention.
It i® of course
difficult to judge a thing of this kind
without actually inspecting the rifle.
One way cf testing for this is to
file open a cartridge so a© to ex
tract the bullet from it without re
ducing it in size.
In,ciidientally, in
doing it, do not file so fast that you
will heat the copper
cartridge up
sufficiently to explode tlie primer. Pu

nothing,

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.

"L . F ”

A remedy that has
won its way into many
N ew England homes by
its everyday worth. A l
ways reliable, always of
benefit in the common ail
ments that occur in every
household. Tested and proved
for over CO years. A bottle on the
shelf saves sickness and worry, and

W h en your stomach is out o f or
der, when your liver goes w rong,
when you have a bad headache
and feel half sick—take “ L . F . ”
A tw ood's M edicine. It is safe
for every member o f the fam 
ily— acts promptly on the
liver, bile, stomach and
bowels, and helps to
bring about a quick
return
to
healthy
Buy a
cr
conditions.

K eSocebottle
p sa t yourF nearest
o lk s

ITZ2EK3SEES®

Nothing

to

Equal

This in New England

Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites o f two rooms and bath
for $4.00 per day and up.
A B S O L U T E L Y FIR EPR O O F
Strictly a Temperance Botel
Send for Booklet

store,

w rite today for tree sample.

'Tj, F."’ MFOIflVF. CO.. P o rtlan d . Main,

Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
use o f public shower baths.

STO RER

F.

CR AFTS

G en.

Manager

1

oil Ofn the bullet and clean and, oil
the barrel, starting the bulllet in at
the breech and push it toward the
.muzzle with a good strong rod.
It
should require a fairly firm pressure
to stairt the bullet into the rifling
and It should silidie through the bar
rel with a reasonably uniform, degree
of pressure.
On inspection after the
bullet drop®* out of tire muzzle, thie
riffling should show clearly cut Into
the bullet.
Of course, this ais a very
rough test unless one ha© had con
siderable experience along these lines,
but it will serve to show you wheth
er anything is radically wrong.
If
you are using ,smokeless powder, try
ammunition loaded with semi-smoke
less or vLesimck powder before you
make tlie test a© thi® may be year
trouble,
j

l

sporting goods dealers' in or near
San Francisco, and they will be glad
to put you in touch, with a gunsmith
who wilt do most any kind of work
you want done in connection with
firearms.

FIRESIDE
STORIES
Rabbit Hunting Good Sport but Be
Satisfied With the “ Medium.”

**

D. H. H., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Would steel wool be all right to
clean the bore of a .22 rifle or would
it affect the bore?
Ans. If you. use steel wool to clean
vour rifle you will destroy the bore.
If you wash something to remove
leading cr powder fouling, use a
bras© bristle brush.
J. N., Baltimore, Mid.
Willi you please inform me wheth
er it 1© dangerous for a boy of 16 to
handle a gun or revolver?
I am a
hoy of tliiis age and am interested in
shooting game and clay pigeons', but
my mother forbid© me to have a
gun.
Which is safer, a gun or re
volver?
Ans. I consider a rifle or shot
gun safer to handle than a pistol' cr
revolver, simply for the reason that
the revolver is- shorter and can be
accidently pointed in the wrong diirect:on more easily than the other
arm®.
If a person is properly train
ed and' has a good understanding of
the value and also the danger of var
ious types of firearm®, an accident
'■? no more likely to happen with a
pistol than it ds With a rifle.
You
are old enough, to learn how to shoot
under proper guidance.
The easiest
way to prevent accidents with fire
arms is to learn how to use them
properly.
Ninety-nine out of every
hundred, accidents are caused by ig
norance Which results in careless
ness.
,T. R. M., Braddeck, Pa.
For hunting small game, is a .22
WRF hollow point bulllet better than
the solid bullet? If so, why dio they
manufacture the solid bulllet, even
for target shooting, when the hollow
point bullet has1 a higher trajectory
owing to its less weight?
Ans. A hollow point bullet i© bet
ter than the solid, point bullet for
hunting small! game if more killing
power is desired than is to be ob
tained from the regular bullet. The
solid ball gives better results at long
range for target work than the hol
low point.
The lighter Weight of
the bollow point bullet dices not give
it the carrying power of tlie solid
ball.
C. D. D., Pacific Grove, Cal.
1. Ccu'd you advise me as to the
following?
I have a. new .32 Spec
ial Model 1894 riffle, and am thinking
of putting on the Marble Special
Base peep rear sight, and the Mar
ble Viickers-Maxiim front sight. Would
this be a goed combination for gen
eral large game ©hooting ?
An,s. The combination you suggest
is all right.
2. Next summer I am going to
the Sierra Nevadas to camp
out.
What size rod aind reel would bo both
good for bait and fly fishing—some
thing useful, but not too expensive?
Ans.. It i© difficult to secure a
rod which, will be perfectly adapted
to both fly fishing and bait fishing.
If you insist on a compromise, get
an 8V2 ft. rod with a reversible grip,
and a small multiplying reefi.
3. What cartridge can. I use in the
.32 W. S. for small game besides the
high power ones?
Ams. Write to some of the com
panies' who manufacture supplemen
tal chambers.
They will be able
to give you the proper cartridge to
use, and also the size of supplemen
tal chamber to purchase.
4. Which of the automatic pistol©
do you advise?
Been thinking cf
.38 Auto Colts!.
Ans. I would prefer, if you expect
to get a gun as large as the .38 to
go one higher and get a .45 Govern
ment Automatic.
5. Please recommend some gun
smith who could change sights and
re sight a riffle?
Ans. Write to any cf the big

(W ritte n fo r Maine Woods.)

By Eva M. Purbush.
“There gees the dog, boys;
I’ll
take the left and you fellers circle
round where you want to.” We boys
circled ailt right, each taking a posit
ion we thought favorable to intercept
ing the game on hi© own war trail,
and remaining a©' quiet as possible so
that bunny might not detect hi®
enemy too soon.
The beaigle hound,
Major, a long-legged, mostly white
dog, was barking wildly as he follow
ed the hot trail over the underbrush,
swampy places and stones, sometime®
losing the scent for a minute or two,
then packing it up jin some wonderful'
manner, and exultantly continuing the
chase in long leaps almost overtak
ing the rabbit as he covers the ground
in leaps and bounds with tlie vain
hope of eluding his pursuer.
As the barking seems' to sound
nearer I listen intently and watch
with roving eyes and gun ready for
the fleeting shape of br’er rabbit as
he tries the “'holing up” stunt and
comes1 back, by a round-about route,
to ha® original starting point. A flash
in front of me, a bit of white as I
swing around, and fire quickly, a
long piercing shriek and the battle
is over.
The deg comes up within
the minute and together we find and
gather up the lifeLes® body o f the
rabbit I put it in my hunting coat
pocket and go to meet the rest of
the boy® who ore coming toward me.
On and on through the wood® we
three take our way, too; many of us
by two, for good hunting, and I de
termined next time to come alone. I
believe in fair play and four against
one is too great odds, for the loser In
the fight, the game.
One day after
this trip Sam Wilkins and I were in
his den talking rabbits and I said,
“ Sam, there wouldn’t be much
chance cf getting rabbits without a
good dog would, there?”
“ Nope,” he said quickly, ‘‘the rab
bits get the scent of humans or dan
ger, and are off like a flash, or get
to their holes before you see ’em. most
likely.
I wonder who thought of
making a wild creature as likable as
the rabbit, with his soft little brown
eyes and long ears, -hi® .pussy fur,
and interesting habits, and then gave
him that human wail and heart-break
ing- death shriek, and that stingy bobtail with a regular target on the end
for hunters!”
“ Why Sam, “ I laughed, “ you’re go
ing sem e!”
“ Can’t help it; I rather like rab
bits, and I .hate to see a hunter With,
eleven or more over hi® shoulder, andi
hear of another who got 26 or more
on a trip of a few days.”
“ That’s the way to play the game,
Isn’t it, Sam?
Get as many as you
can,. Then, too, rabbits are destruc
tive, and they breed so fast the
country would1 socn be over-run with
them if hunters could not kill them
off in fairly big numbers'.”
“Well, now, I tell you game is be
ing killed off mighty fast; better go
home with two cir three less than
•be a game hog.
Do you, know a
pretty good1rule to follow is to be
satisfied with the “medium” in life,
in hunting as in other things.”
“Gue&s you’re right Sam,” I said.
“ Are you coming down to the house
tomorrow, and- have some rabbit pie,
Fred?
I believe in killing enough,
rabbits to get a pie once in awhile.”
REINDEER

W HIPS

GIANT

ELK.

A David and a Goliath battled in
the Washington Park Zoo, at Port
land, (Oregon.
David waiS' h ©mail!
reindeer, Goliath a giant elk.
The
elk was the aggressor. There was
a battle royal for ten minutes. When
ir, was, over the bag e'k lay panting
cu his side, too exhausted to ri®e.
The reindeer was still full of fight.
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BOY SCOUTS’
INSTALLATION
High School Preparing for Speak
ing Contest.
(Special

Corresnondence.)

Rangeley, February 16.—Friday aft
ernoon at tlie High edhool a large
number of relatives and friend® were
present to 'listen to the speaking. H.
C. Riddle, Harrison Amber and Mins.
F. B. Collby acted as judiges.
The
following were selected to speak at
the church Friday ©vending, February
18:
Susie Stewart, Grmeuta Cory,
Mildred Huntoom, Ida Pepper, Don.
PiUslbury, Carl Jones, Perley Morrill,
Winnie Raymond..
jLyman Kempton left Tuesday morn
ing for Massachusetts, Where hie wiiil
visit lids sisters.
George Pickens is
serving as janitor at the library dur
ing ibis absence.
Ruble Wilbur, Jr., and Mrs. Frank
Haley, who have been ill with pneu
monia, are reported better.
Mr. Weir, Secretary of State Sun
day School Association gave an ad
dress Sunday evening at the church
and Monday evening met the teach
ers of the Sunday school.
Refresh
ments were served Monday evening
of cake and coffee by Mrs. H. A.
Cbildis and Mrs. P. L. Tracy.
Tihe Boy Scouts entertained' at the
Grange hall, a public installation and
games furnishing the program. Pop
corn and candy were on sale and th
boys realized a neat sum.
Mrs. Amos FJltiis passed away at
her home Saturday evening after
a long and painful illness. Fun
eral services were held Tuesday
at the church.
Further mention iis
deferred till next week.
Mrs. F. B. Bunns returned home
from Boston Saturday -night.
George Snowman., who has been
the guest of his daughter in Port
land, returned home Tuesday night.
The regular meeting of the Jolly
Twelve was held with Mrs. Wm. Boul
ter.
After the usual program, sew
ing and crocheting, a lunch of egg
sandwiches, sweet pickles, waflnut
drop cakes, sugar cookies, whipped
cream pie and coffee was served. The
next meeting wild be with Mrs. Berne
Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Hesoock of
Malden, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hesoock, Mrs. Harold Kinney of
Phillips, Fred** Haley cf
Winslow
were in town Saturday to attend the
funeral of the late Lordng Haley.
Winfield Badger of Phillips drove
in Tuesday and was the guest of his
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sons, Henry and Frank.
The Christian. Endeavor members
related last Wednesday hew they
earned their dollar.
Miss Winifred
Hinkiley and Mrs. Eugene M. S-owle
reported in rhyme.
A very generous
contribution, was added to the treas
ury.
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin of Far
mington was in, town, last week and
Mass was held Thursday morning.
Tlhe officers of Oqun&soic Dodge K.
of P. were installed Monday might
by Walter G. Burrell o f Strong.
Word was received freon Dcr. and
Mrs. A. M. Ross Monday night an
nouncing their safe arrival at Tam
pa, Fla.
Wallace Carlton has gone to New
Hampshire wlnene he has employ
ment until tihe ‘latter part of March.
G. M. Esty is visiting his doughter at Brunswick.
The thermometer registered from
26 to 30 degrees on Monday morning,
which was tine coldest it lias been
this winter here.
Bert Kimball of Dynn, Mass., and
Mrs. Ailie Kimball!! of Lewiston, were
in town Tuesdiay to attend the funera! of Mrs. Amos Ellis. Mr. Kimball
and Mrs. Kimball returned to their
respective homes Thursday.
Mrs. Vem G. Pillsbuiry and son,
Francis are spending the week with
Geo. Pilisbury at Beuna Vista Farm.
Dalton Hailey is driving team for
Seliden H-inkley. 1
Mrs. Harry Brown and children of
Lang Plantation are week-end guests
of her sister, Mrs. Guy Brooks,.
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and Clara Knight Haley.
His ‘A D S DO B E S T I N N E W S P A P E R S
early education was gained in the
schools cf Rangeley, Hater entering
Frank A. Black, advertising mana
Kent’s Hill from Which institution he ger of the Will,14am Filene’s Sons
graduated.
Company, presided at the weekly re
Mjay 1, 1900 lie was married to tail forum of the Pilgrim Publicity
Miss Lizzie Hescock of Eaist Wilton, Association at tine Publicity building
He read a speech deliver
Who has indeed been a faithful com recently.
panion, ministering most tenderly ed by Joseph, H. Appel,, director of
and faithfully to hlim during his ill publicity fotr the Wamamaker. stores
ness.
Besides hi® wife hie is surviv of New York and Chicago, at the an
ed by a daughter, Lillliian and cne nual convention of tire Associated
brother, Fred.
Htis only Blister, Mrs. Retail Advertisers in Chicago.
Mr. Black indorsed Mr. Appel’s
Saidlie Keen died at Washington, D.
declaration that ‘‘newspapers are
C., several years ago.
Funeral services were held from the most efficient mediums for ail
Mr. Black said:
“I
his late residence Saturday morning, advertising.
very
Rev. H. A. Chliids officiating.
H. C. take Mr. Appel’s statement
He makes the positive
Riddle, Leon Robbins, Earl Huntoon seriously.
with
no qualifications,
and Hanry Quirnby served, as, hearers. statement,
I
The interment was, at Evergreen cem used all kinds cf advertising.
know myself of several nation-wide
etery.
The flowers were many and beau and the Wamamaker stores have ad
tiful.
The following gave bouquets vertising campaigns carried, on ex
of carnations:
Mr. and Mins,. Clyde clusively in, the newspaper® and bet
Wilcox, Dr. and Mrs. Stewart, Mr. ter results- were secured than in
and Mrs. E. C. Bun toon, Mils® Velma magazine campaigns. One may spend
Tomiltinson, Mir. and Mrs. C. F. Hum large amounts' in magazines and the
toon, Mrs. Guida Nile, Mir. and Mrs. results will not show for a long
Everything considered, news
Howard Grant, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. time.
I have not had
Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. Oinrle - Haley, papers are ahead.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Taylor, Mr. and very good luck With direct mail ad
Mrs. H. H. Tibbetts, Holt Brothers1, vertising.”
Other points quoted from Mr. Ap
Dr. and Mrs. SLeeky, Mrs. Bertie
Elll® and family, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. pel’s speech which Mr. Black indors
Proctor; carnation®, and narcissus,, ed were: ‘‘Advertising is the speech
Advertising is to bus
Mr. andi Mrs. Henry Hescock, Mins. of business.
Harold Kenney; daybreak pink®, Mr. iness what language is to man, fits
and Mrs. W. D. Quimiby;
daybreak mode of self-expression. A business
pinks, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Riddle; that will not advertise is both deaf
spray white roses and pinks, Mr. and and dumb and is a® heavily handi-

L O R IN G N E L S O N H A L E Y

Once again our community mourns
the loss of a good citizen in the
death of Daring Nelson Haley, which
took place at his late home. Lake
street, after a long period of illness.
About five years ago the diseased
first demanded medical attention and
during that time lie has suffered from
a number of severe attacks which
several weeks at a time have kept
horn from active service.
The best
of medical skill has been obtained
and after undergoing am. operation at
the Massachusetts General hospital
he seemed quite benefiitted.
Of an
active and industrious nature he of
ten worked beyond h,is strength, and
last summer resumed his
guMiing,
working through the hunting season.
He was a popular and weld liked
guide aud his ready answer and
quaint humor made for him many
friends.
During his earlier life lie
made several canoe trips to the
Aroostook region which work he al
ways enjoyed.
<
Mr. Haley was bom in Ramgeley
in August, 1871, the son of Elias

at least once in Massachusetts. In
winter they usually travel about in
small bands, visiting localities where
the food supply i® the most abund
ant.
‘‘Song—A clear robin-like whistle;
call, a short Whistle.
“ Nest—A flat structure of twiiga
and rootlets placed at low elevations
'M the trees or bushes. Four eggs,
greenish, white, spotted with brown
(.9 0 X .6 5 ).

“ Range—Breeds in mountain® of
western British' America and north
western U. S. South and east in
winter to the Mississippi and rarely
farther.”
It will be readily seen from the
above description why interest has
been arcruised by the visit of these
birds this winter to Maine.
A paragraph from “ Birds of Maine”
by Ora Wiltlis Knight, has this to
say of the same bird:
1
“ This d® distinctly a species of
the north and middle west, and
moreover even in its home rather
sporadic and uncertain, sometime#
found in ibundance, at other times
not seen, even in favorable situat
ions.
In the months cf December,
1889, and. more particularly In
uary, February and March, 1890,
these birds visited the North, Atlan
tic States in a regular sporadic ir
ruption, being reported from New
York and practically all! of the New
England States.’’— Kennebec Journal.
As stated in a recent issue of
Maine Woods, Mrs. H. W. True of
Phillips has been visited by the
evening grosbeak several times re
cently.
Last Sunday morning there was a
flock in her yard and Mrs. True tel
ephoned to several of her friends
and they had the rare opportunity of
seeing them.
Along with the grosbeaks were
chickadees, woodpeckers, nuthatches
and gold finches feasting on the suet
that Mrs. True keep* the trees well
supplied with.
The chickadees have
become so tame that they will eat
from her hand®.

CAR
OFF FOR A PICNIC ACROSS THE LAKE
Courtesy of B. & A. R. R.

capped in the world’s progress as is
a deaf and dumb man.
‘ ‘Distribution, the distribution of
wealth, of natural and manufactured
products, of people, of property, of
education, is the great problem of
the world today.
Advertising is the
greatest aid. to distribution yet dis
covered by man. Advertising when
M I D - W I N T E R IN T H E W O O D
efficient does aid distribution, and
lowers
the cost of commodities. Ad
Labe up the thong of smowshoe
vertising is therefore service—service
strong
to the people.
Advertising I® not
And seek the forest gate,
To take a tramp where
woodfoik to sell goods, it is to enable people
intelligently and economically to buy
comp,
goods.
Retail advertising is more
As winter sits in state.
than double that of Its nearest com
The trail invites as rare delights
petition and more than three times
As when in bloom- and green,
M ID D L E D A M , MAINE
greater than magazine
advertising.
At
every
bend
of
winding
trend
In one o f the best localities for fishing and
Retail
advertising
is
the
people’s
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
Are wondrous glories seen.
or without bath. For particulars write for free
guide in their every day Hying. The
circular to
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
The dead leaves oiling and rust'liing newspaper is the natural medium for
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.
retail advertising.
Newspapers are
swing
the most efficient medium for all
Upon the oak and beech,
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
advertising.’ ’
The maples sway in sombre grey
Best Salmon aDd Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
And far the branches reach,
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO..
The pines loom high and softly sight,
Upper Dam, Maine.
The balsam® droop and lean,
Fantastic shaped and richly draped
DEAD RIVER REGION
In plume of white and green.
The Sargent. Up-to-date In every
Mrs, T. C. Haley; carnations, Fred
Haley; pillow, “ Papa,” Lillian Haley;
pillow Mrs. Haley; spray pink and
white carnations, Mir. and Mrs. D.
A. Hescock; jonquils and pinks, Mr.
and Mrs. W. S. Marble; bouquet,
Primary school.

Where To Go In Maine
OTTER POND CAMPS

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing: and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. M cKENNEY, Prop..
Oaratunk, Me.

F I S H I N G

6 arville’s
AT

John

(Samps

at Spring Lake

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,806 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
AHlage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

PACKARD’S GAMPS

JOSEPH H. W H ITE, Proprietor
R a n g e le y L a k e s
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
R a n g e le y ,
M a in e
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
Maine.
ridge and duck hunting.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
R ound Mountain. Maine
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Ipecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

BILLY SOULE’S NEW CAMPS

RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. E LLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods

Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty Surroundings and comfortable cabins to
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow. anyone looking for good fishing and
Maine.
rest. Write for bookletand references to
LAKE M lllM AGASSETT

YORK CAMPS,
RANGELEY, M AINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

HEMON B L A C K W E L L.
Dallas, Maine
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
^ : CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R . Bemis. Maine.
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THE EVENING
GROSBEAKS SEEN

The crinkling snow rugs1 all below
• The footfaill answers crisp,
Above the scrub and; shoot of shrub
That ‘lifts in withe and wisp,
Tihe ledges stare, the sun laid bare,
And in a sheltered turn
A stalk or spear Sis bending drear,
The ghost of flower® or fern.

About all the people about the
Fish, and Game department are be
coming interested in the little evenine grosbeak, Which, aire being reported in numerous sections of
Maine.
No other authentic case Olf
their appearance in this State i®
known and every report of their
Some woodfoilk steep in crevice deep, being seen adds Interest to
the
In hollow tog or tree,
matter. Tihe Journal’s attention was
But dented snow of footprints show
on Wednesday called to a brief but
That others wander free.
excellent account of the bard, contain
They harder strike to keep alive
ed in “ Bird Guide,” by Chester A.
And keen-eyed to and fro,
Reed, the well-known omitlhologist
Prowl fox and lynx, the hare and It say®:
mink®',
‘‘Evening Grosbeak, Hesperiplicna
Where breaks the river’s! flow.
Vespertina; 8 inches. Female marked
\
like the male but much paler colored,
A lone grouse whirrs beneath, the As would be judged from the large
firs,
bill® that these binds have, their
It sensed the stealthy tread,
food consists almost entirely
of
A chickadee .salutes in gtee
seeds, with occasionally a few belf
And flitters overhead,
ries and perhaps, insects.
In cer
A subtle charm, a holy calm,
tain localities they are not uncom
A draught that’s pure and good,
mon, but except in winter, they are
On smowshoe thong to steal along,
rare anywhere in. the U. S. and east
Midwinter in fchie wood.
of the Mississippi river they can
George A. OlteveDamd,
only be regarded as accidental even
Author of Maine in Verse and Stoay. in winter.
They have been, taken
/

MAKES

FOR

ECONOMY

E asy to A ccou nt fo r the Stupendous
G ro w th o f the A u to m o b ile Ind us
t r y in S h o rt T im e .

Many people declare they cannot un
derstand the marvelous growth of the
automobile business. Yet there are
many plain reasons why it Is year
after year smashing to smithereens its
own previous production records.
One of these is found in the fact that
American business men generally have
come to realize that the motor car Is
indispensable to the economical con
duct of affairs. The sales of cars to
manufacturers and commercial houses
for the use of their salesmen has
grown to big proportions and there are
positive indications that this class of
trade will continue to expand.
Careful inquiry by dealers in various
parts of the country recently disclosed
that more than 85 per cent of cars are
regarded by their owners as a utility
as well as a pleasure. They found
that, while the average owner thor
oughly appreciates that there are
splendid benefits affecting to an ines
timable degree the health and content
ment of the domestic circle, he also
has come to know that his car can
earn its own keep by serving business
purposes as well.
T e s t fo r G asoline.

Whether a gasoline is of high or low
test makes a difference in the opera
tion of the automobile engine, partic
ularly in cool weather. The low test
gasoline, which is not so thoroughly
refined, is heavier than the high test,
because the latter oil contains a small
er percentage of crude materials. The
heavier gasoline will develop more
heat to the gallon and if the engine
runs well with it, it will give more
mileage and slightly more power. The
lighter or highest test gasoline evapo
rates more easily and permits much
easier starting in cold weather and
gives smoother operation throughout.
A simple method for comparing gas
oline is suggested in a free bulletin on
carburetor troubles issued by the en
gineering extension department of
Iowa Agricultural college. Dip strips
of paper of the same size to the same
depth in the different samples of gas
oline, exposing them side by side in
the air. Note the difference in rap
idity of evaporation. The higher test,
or lighter gasoline, will show the most
rapid evaporation.

F a rm e r's D ebt to th e Silo.

The Wall Street Journal calls the
period between 1910 and 1920 the "era
of the siio” in American agriculture,
adding: ‘‘The silo is the fortress by
which the American farm restores
and develops the fertility of the farm
acres to pristine productiveness."

